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				Luggage
			
					
						
							
								
											Luggages
										

												Carry-on
											
												Suitcases
											
												Trunk
											
												Sets
											
												Iconic Luggages
											
												Best-sellers
											

											Materials
										

												Hardside
											
												Softside
											

											Duration of stay
										

												Week-end
											
												1 week
											
												+ 2 weeks
											

							

							
							
									
  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.10kg","Dimension":"82cm  : 82 x 53 x 29","Volume":"110 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	2 zippered mesh divider

","Exterior":"	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Address holder
	Integrated top handle
	Light multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"An ultra-secure piece of luggage","content":"Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel. And no more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029021/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-light, tough and hard-wearing","content":"TURENNE offers the perfect combination of toughness and lightness. This exceptionally light weight has been achieved through a very careful selection of components. Take all your belongings with you: this hard-shell suitcase will protect them and ensure comfortable travel on all your trips.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029022/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"TURENNE has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029023/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-13.jpg"},{"title":"A well thought-out interior ","content":"Designed with the organised traveller in mind, this suitcase is equipped with a functional, practical interior featuring a laundry bag, shoe bag and two zipped compartments.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029024/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-15.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1023:Super light","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            L (82cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  33675€
336,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 336,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.90kg","Dimension":"55cm  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"43 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Mesh zippered compartment
	Adjustable straps
	1 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	Multi position Trolley system
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Top handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip\n","content":"Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024238/original/delsey-segur-00205880100-06.jpg"},{"title":"A TSA combination lock\n","content":"No more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024239/original/delsey-segur-00205880100-07.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior\n","content":"Packing your bags has never been easier! The clever storage of the luggage allows optimal organisation. The bag contains several compartments and pockets to make your personal belongings more accessible. And its fully detachable and washable inner lining means you no longer have to worry about dirtying the inside of your suitcase. Just put it in the machine at 30° C: SEGUR 2.0 is clean and ready for your next trip.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024240/original/delsey-segur-00205880100-08.jpg"},{"title":"An efficiently filled cabin bag \n","content":"Go on a weekend with peace of mind with your SEGUR 2.0 cabin bag. It offers you ideal storage capacity for trips of a few days thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024241/original/delsey-segur-00205880100-12.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"SEGUR 2.0 has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024242/original/delsey-segur-00205880100-13.jpg"},{"title":"Solidity so can you can travel without worries\n","content":"Made entirely of polycarbonate, SEGUR 2.0 offers unrivalled strength and durability. The grooved shaping of its shell makes it possible to reinforce the strength of the suitcase, so you travel in total tranquillity.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/63d88878-2c9e-4a78-a3ff-front/original/delsey-segur-00205880100-14.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1055:Double wheels","1001:Cabin luggage","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1008:TSA Combination Lock"]
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        SEGUR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S (55cm)

          



        
          
              24900€
249,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 249,00€
          

  




													
															
													

												


							

							
						

					

				

	

			
				Bags and Backpacks
			
					
						
							
								
											Bags
										

												Backpacks
											
												Laptop Bags
											
												Duffle Bags
											
												Clutches
											
												Pet Carriers
											

											Occasions
										

												Business
											
												Daily
											
												Outdoor
											

							

							
							
									
  
  
    
      {"Weight":"0,60kg","Dimension":"45,50cm PC protection  : 45 x 29 x 16","Volume":"22 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYESTER","Interior":"	Compatible with computer and tablet
	Fully lined interior
	Recycled lining
	Anti RFID pocket
	Padded shoulder straps
	Warranty QR code plate

","Exterior":"	One large front pocket
	Foamed top handle
	Recycled material
	Zippered opening
	2 side zippered pockets
	Backpack comfortable straps
	Trolley system compatible

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"INTELLIGENT SECURE CLOSURE\n","content":"The DELSEY SECURBAN backpack features a clever and highly secure closure system! To secure the closure and hide the zip from sight, all you have to do is slide the zip down to the bottom of the backpack, behind the side pocket. This closure system means your backpack keeps your belongings protected on all your daily journeys!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5a263bf6-8846-4630-88f9-front/original/delsey-securban-00333460300-05.jpg"},{"title":"MODERN, URBAN DESIGN\n","content":"The urban and highly practical SECURBAN backpack! With its clean, uncluttered design available in numerous colours, it offers a range of options to suit every taste! With its reinforced base section and various storage features, it offers a combination of both comfort and security! \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/66daa307-249a-453f-934f-front/original/delsey-securban-00333460300-06.jpg"},{"title":"OPTIMISED STORAGE \n","content":"The two zips on the sides open to the bottom to provide wide and easy access to the main compartment. \nInside this compartment are two reinforced padded pockets designed to accept a 13.3\"\" laptop and a tablet, leaving a large amount of remaining space available for storing all your other items, as well as a separate front pocket. \nTwo large and instantly accessible pockets for storing personal effects are provided on the sides.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f9e0acb7-0327-4bd1-b0f7-front/original/delsey-securban-00333460300-09.jpg"},{"title":"FEATURES DESIGNED WITH YOUR COMFORT IN MIND \n","content":"The straps and rear sections of the backpack are constructed from a 3D mesh foam to provide optimal comfort and prevent the build-up of sweat. Once you have it, you won't be able to do without it! \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/4dfd9e58-0d5d-426c-b7a4-front/original/delsey-securban-00333460300-11.jpg"},{"title":"Anti-RFID pocket\n","content":"This backpack features a built-in anti-RFID (Radio Frequencey Identification) pocket designed to prevent theft of your personal electronic data. The perfect place to store your phone and debit/credit cards! \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0ed1e577-1b08-42d3-87c0-front/original/delsey-securban-00333460300-13.jpg"},{"title":"COMPATIBLE WITH THE TROLLEY SYSTEM \n","content":"On the rear of the backpack is a strap enabling it to be connected to your luggage's trolley system: just the ticket for when you don't feel like wearing it on your back. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f2ec05f9-2acd-4398-9630-front/original/delsey-securban-00333460300-15.jpg"},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5e336cea-74b5-44aa-a517-front/original/delsey-securban-00333460300-16.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1004:TROLLEY system compatible","1065:Data protection RFID","1084:Laptop and tablet compartment","1122:Hidden pullers with 2d","1030:Recycled materials","1064:Limited 2-Year Warranty"]
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        SECURBAN

          BAG


          
            Backpack (PC Protection 13.3")

          



        
          
              6900€
69,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 69,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1,03kg","Dimension":"41,50cm PC protection  : 41 x 31 x 17","Volume":"23 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYESTER","Interior":"	PC and tablet protection compartment
	Peach touch
	Recycled lining
	Cable pocket
	Warranty QR code plate

","Exterior":"	Top handle
	Trolley system compatible

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A BACKPACK MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIAL\n","content":"This travel bag is made from rPET, a material manufactured from nine entirely recycled plastic water bottles! The SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology it's treated with prevents the build up of bacteria.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/1aa17e78-b6f9-475a-a1a5-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167660102-05.jpg"},{"title":"OPTIMISED STORAGE\n","content":"Use the three exterior pockets to keep your personal effects accessible and ready to hand. The bag also features a special rear compartment designed specifically for a 15.6\" laptop and a tablet!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7e042f0d-b7da-4d51-909f-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167660102-06.jpg"},{"title":"COMPATIBLE WITH YOUR LUGGAGE'S TROLLEY SYSTEM\n","content":"The bag is fitted with a special loop on the back that enables it to be slipped onto the suitcase without risk of it falling off. Group your luggage together and roll it along simply and easily as a single unit!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/89f39592-c3c5-44f1-a9f7-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167660102-07.jpg"},{"title":"FEATURES DESIGNED WITH YOUR COMFORT IN MIND\n","content":"The backpack's straps and rear section are made from a 3D mesh foam to provide optimal comfort and prevent the build up of sweat. You'll wonder how you ever got by without it once you have it!\n","image":null},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null}]
    


    
      ["1089:Secured laptop compartment","1004:TROLLEY system compatible","1084:Laptop and tablet compartment","1096:TSA combination padlock","1064:Limited 2-Year Warranty","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          BAG


          
            Backpack (PC Protection 15.6")

          



        
          
              19900€
199,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 199,00€
          

  




													
															
													

												


							

							
						

					

				

	

			
				Accessories
			
					
						
							
								
											Essentials
										


											Storage
										


											Padlocks
										


											Toiletry bags
										


							

							
							
									
  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1,10kg","Dimension":"23cm  : 23 x 32 x 21","Volume":"15 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Mirror
	Removable 1L clear pouch
	Peach touch
	Recycled lining
	Warranty QR code plate

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Trolley system compatible
	Removable Address holder

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ELEGANCE AND EXPERTISE\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its design evokes traditional Parisian architecture. Its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesteryear whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/82670581-76b8-4bcf-9c62-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167631002-05.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS FEATURES\n","content":"Ideal for taking your toiletries with you wherever you go. This beauty case has a range of clever features as well as a detachable mirror. Protect your belongings from accidents and mishaps on your travels by storing all your liquid products in the detachable clear pocket. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7e36e33f-6f6b-4c59-adfb-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167631002-06.jpg"},{"title":"EASY TO TRANSPORT\n","content":"Adapt how you carry it to suit your needs! You can slide your beauty case onto your suitcase's trolley using the loop on the back. You can opt to wear it on your shoulder via its detachable adjustable strap.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2b80b9b9-f6b3-4810-b091-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167631002-07.jpg"},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1014:Smart fittings","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          ACCESSORY


          
            Beauty Case

          



        
          
              19900€
199,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"0,30kg","Dimension":"18,50cm  : 18 x 26 x 12","Volume":"6 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYESTER","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Recycled lining
	Wet pocket
	Warranty QR code plate

","Exterior":"	TEFLON coating
	Recycled material
	Zippered opening
	Back zippered pocket

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TOILET BAG MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIAL\n","content":"This fabric used for this toilet bag is made from rPET, a material manufactured from three entirely recycled plastic water bottles. The SILVADUR™* antimicrobial technology it's treated with prevents the build up of bacteria – ideal for keeping your toiletry bag clean and hygienic! \n*SILVADUR™ is a trademark of International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc. or its affiliates.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/4aceda75-eb14-4f3f-943f-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167615006-05.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICAL TOILET BAG \n","content":"Its wide opening equipped with two zips makes it easy for you to see your personal belongings at a glance. Use the various interior and exterior pockets to keep your products organised. Its hard-wearing waterproof fabric means you now have nothing to stop you!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/62816b91-3472-4b69-aaca-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167615006-06.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND EXPERTISE\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its design evokes traditional Parisian architecture. Its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesteryear whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6104992f-3635-4f90-ad01-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167615006-07.jpg"},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null},{"title":null,"content":null,"image":null}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          ACCESSORY


          
            Toiletry Bag

          



        
          
              6900€
69,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 69,00€
          

  




													
															
													

												


							

							
						

					

				

	

			
				Collections
			
					
						
							
								
											Iconic
										

												Chatelet Air 2.0
											
												The iconic
											
												Peugeot Voyages
											
												Rempart
											
												Shadow 5.0
											
												Saint Tropez
											
												Turenne
											

											Hardside
										

												Belmont Plus
											
												Clavel
											
												Moncey
											
												Securitime Zip
											
												Segur 2.0
											
												Shadow 5.0
											

											Softside
										

												Brochant 2.0
											
												Helium DLX
											
												Maubert 2.0
											
												Montmartre Air 2.0
											
												Raspail
											
												Sky Max 2.0
											

											Collaborations
										

												DELSEY PARIS x Air France
											
												DELSEY PARIS x Roland Garros
											

							

							
							
									
													
															
													

												


							

							
						

					

				

	

			
				Promotions
			
	

			
				About DELSEY
			
					
						
							
								
											Our History
										


											Our Values
										


											DELSEY Innovations
										


											Our CSR approach
										


											Travel Blog
										


											Sound of Design
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      {"Weight":"2,80kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"39 L","Material":"POLYPROPYLENE","Interior":"	210 Denier Polyester
	1 flying pocket
	Straps on the bottom
	Zippered mesh pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandable 4cm for extra capacity
	Integrated side handle
	Integrated top handle
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech opening: ZST 1
	Zippered opening
	Protection feet
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	Integrated address holder
	Multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip","content":"The luggage comes with an ultra-secure fastening system patented by DELSEY: the SECURITECH® 1 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip closure, this unique fastening system provides optimal security for your luggage. The zip pulls are also reinforced, making them up to three times stronger than conventional zip pulls. The original anti-theft zip is your very best ally when it comes to travelling in complete security.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024477/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-07.jpg"},{"title":"A TSA combination lock","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it.         \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024478/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-tough, hard-wearing luggage","content":"The Belmont Plus shell comes in polypropylene, the most impact-resistant material, to protect your precious belongings!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024479/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-09.jpg"},{"title":"Adjustable extender for customisable luggage","content":"Easily close your suitcase and adapt your luggage to your specific needs with the Belmont Plus special extender feature. Simply open it up to fit even more items inside. Perfect for bringing back all those extra items you pick up on holiday.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024480/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"Belmont Plus has 4 quiet, multidirectional double wheels. With its extremely comfortable rolling action, it makes travelling around the world and negotiating your way through airports a pleasure.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024481/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-11.jpg"},{"title":"A trendy pop design","content":"Opt for the trendy pop design and new colours of the BELMONT PLUS collection. Spot and find your suitcase on the airport carousel in a matter of seconds! Also comes supplied with a free address holder.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024482/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1028:ZIP SECURI TECH","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1003:Expandable ","1001:Cabin luggage","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty"]
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        BELMONT PLUS

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
              16900€
169,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 169,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.90kg","Dimension":"55cm  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Neoprene battery pocket
	Two sets of straps and one zippered dividers
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA COMBINATION LOCK\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fcc1999a-bf66-4714-a86b-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-05.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2aca6c4a-bc2d-4c81-8d55-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT\n","content":"The integrated USB socket on the bottom of your case offers the ultimate in practical convenience! You can simply plug your phone into your suitcase and slip your external battery into the small pocket designed specifically for the purpose. Never run out of battery power when on the move again!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c5a68a15-587d-4a76-b9fa-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND EXPERTISE\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its design evokes traditional Parisian architecture. Its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesteryear whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/06901d5f-6fd2-45a1-8f72-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1103:USB PORT","1030:Recycled materials","1092:Shoes bag"]
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      {"Weight":"4.13kg","Dimension":"66,50cm  : 66 x 45 x 28","Volume":"69 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. Your luggage is equipped with the patented DELSEY PARIS ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closure system is three times more difficult to break into than a conventional zip, thus providing optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/578c8fc6-2dc1-4cfd-b719-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-05.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/32c21486-950d-4075-a2e6-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/18e5ae29-1d89-4297-8445-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-07.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f52a603d-c253-4849-99e3-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-13.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1119:Corners protection","1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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      {"Weight":"2,80kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"39 L","Material":"POLYPROPYLENE","Interior":"	210 Denier Polyester
	1 flying pocket
	Straps on the bottom
	Zippered mesh pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandable 4cm for extra capacity
	Integrated side handle
	Integrated top handle
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech opening: ZST 1
	Zippered opening
	Protection feet
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	Integrated address holder
	Multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip","content":"The luggage comes with an ultra-secure fastening system patented by DELSEY: the SECURITECH® 1 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip closure, this unique fastening system provides optimal security for your luggage. The zip pulls are also reinforced, making them up to three times stronger than conventional zip pulls. The original anti-theft zip is your very best ally when it comes to travelling in complete security.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024477/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-07.jpg"},{"title":"A TSA combination lock","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it.         \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024478/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-tough, hard-wearing luggage","content":"The Belmont Plus shell comes in polypropylene, the most impact-resistant material, to protect your precious belongings!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024479/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-09.jpg"},{"title":"Adjustable extender for customisable luggage","content":"Easily close your suitcase and adapt your luggage to your specific needs with the Belmont Plus special extender feature. Simply open it up to fit even more items inside. Perfect for bringing back all those extra items you pick up on holiday.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024480/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"Belmont Plus has 4 quiet, multidirectional double wheels. With its extremely comfortable rolling action, it makes travelling around the world and negotiating your way through airports a pleasure.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024481/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-11.jpg"},{"title":"A trendy pop design","content":"Opt for the trendy pop design and new colours of the BELMONT PLUS collection. Spot and find your suitcase on the airport carousel in a matter of seconds! Also comes supplied with a free address holder.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024482/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1028:ZIP SECURI TECH","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1003:Expandable ","1001:Cabin luggage","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty"]
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      {"Weight":"2.90kg","Dimension":"55cm  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Neoprene battery pocket
	Two sets of straps and one zippered dividers
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA COMBINATION LOCK\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fcc1999a-bf66-4714-a86b-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-05.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2aca6c4a-bc2d-4c81-8d55-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT\n","content":"The integrated USB socket on the bottom of your case offers the ultimate in practical convenience! You can simply plug your phone into your suitcase and slip your external battery into the small pocket designed specifically for the purpose. Never run out of battery power when on the move again!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c5a68a15-587d-4a76-b9fa-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND EXPERTISE\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its design evokes traditional Parisian architecture. Its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesteryear whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/06901d5f-6fd2-45a1-8f72-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1103:USB PORT","1030:Recycled materials","1092:Shoes bag"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S (55cm)

          



        
          
              36900€
369,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 369,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.13kg","Dimension":"66,50cm  : 66 x 45 x 28","Volume":"69 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. Your luggage is equipped with the patented DELSEY PARIS ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closure system is three times more difficult to break into than a conventional zip, thus providing optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/578c8fc6-2dc1-4cfd-b719-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-05.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/32c21486-950d-4075-a2e6-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/18e5ae29-1d89-4297-8445-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-07.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f52a603d-c253-4849-99e3-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-13.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1119:Corners protection","1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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      {"Weight":"2.25kg","Dimension":"55cm  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	2 zippered mesh divider

","Exterior":"	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Address holder
	Integrated top handle
	Light multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA combination lock","content":"No more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028935/original/delsey-turenne-00162180104-05.jpg"},{"title":"Just 2 kg (less than 4 lbs)!","content":"TURENNE offers the perfect combination of toughness and lightness. This exceptionally light weight has been achieved through a very careful selection of components. Take all your belongings with you: this hard-shell suitcase will protect them and ensure comfortable travel on all your trips.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028936/original/delsey-turenne-00162180104-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"TURENNE has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028937/original/delsey-turenne-00162180104-13.jpg"},{"title":"A well thought-out interior ","content":"Designed with the organised traveller in mind, this suitcase is equipped with a functional, practical interior featuring a laundry bag, shoe bag and two zipped compartments.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028938/original/delsey-turenne-00162180104-15.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1001:Cabin luggage","1023:Super light","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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            Sale price  26175€
261,75€
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      {"Weight":"3.15kg","Dimension":"65cm  : 65 x 44 x 26","Volume":"62 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	2 zippered mesh divider

","Exterior":"	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Address holder
	Integrated top handle
	Light multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"An ultra-secure piece of luggage","content":"Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel. And no more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028969/original/delsey-turenne-00162181004-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-light, tough and hard-wearing","content":"TURENNE offers the perfect combination of toughness and lightness. This exceptionally light weight has been achieved through a very careful selection of components. Take all your belongings with you: this hard-shell suitcase will protect them and ensure comfortable travel on all your trips.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028970/original/delsey-turenne-00162181004-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"TURENNE has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028971/original/delsey-turenne-00162181004-13.jpg"},{"title":"A well thought-out interior ","content":"Designed with the organised traveller in mind, this suitcase is equipped with a functional, practical interior featuring a laundry bag, shoe bag and two zipped compartments.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028972/original/delsey-turenne-00162181004-15.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1023:Super light","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1092:Shoes bag","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            M (65cm)

          



        
          
              37900€
379,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      

  




                  
                    
  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,70kg","Dimension":"76cm expandable : 76 x 52 x 32","Volume":"110 L","Material":"POLYPROPYLENE","Interior":"	210 Denier Polyester
	1 flying pocket
	Straps on the bottom
	Zippered mesh pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandable 4cm for extra capacity
	Integrated side handle
	Integrated top handle
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech opening: ZST 1
	Zippered opening
	Protection feet
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	Integrated address holder
	Multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip","content":"Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 1 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The drawbars are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024497/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386182102-07.jpg"},{"title":"A TSA combination lock","content":"No more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024498/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386182102-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-tough, hard-wearing luggage","content":"The BELMONT PLUS shell comes in polypropylene (the most impact-resistant material) to protect your precious things!\n\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024499/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386182102-09.jpg"},{"title":"Adjustable extender for customisable luggage","content":"Easily close your suitcase and adapt your luggage to your specific needs using the BELMONT PLUS' special extender. Simply open it up to fit even more items inside. Perfect when returning from holidays with more items than you left with.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024500/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386182102-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"The BELMONT PLUS is equipped with four completely quiet, multi-directional double wheels. With its extremely comfortable rolling characteristics, it makes travelling around the world and negotiating your way through airports a genuine pleasure.\n\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024501/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386182102-11.jpg"},{"title":"A trendy pop design","content":"Opt for the trendy pop design and new colours of the BELMONT PLUS collection. Spot and find your suitcase on the airport carousel in a matter of seconds! Also comes supplied with a free address holder.\n\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024502/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386182102-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1028:ZIP SECURI TECH","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1003:Expandable ","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty"]
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        BELMONT PLUS

          SUITCASE


          
            L Expandable (76cm)

          



        
          
              21900€
219,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 219,00€
          

  




                  
                    
  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3.76kg","Dimension":"68cm expandable  : 68 x 44 x 29","Volume":"77 L","Material":"ABS / POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	One set of straps and one zippered divider

","Exterior":"	Combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system
	Zippered opening
	Expandability on main compartment
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA combination lock","content":"No more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/df051a67-c879-41fb-96de-front/original/delsey-air-armour-00386682018T9-06.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the AIR ARMOUR expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a945bd9f-9a42-44c7-9d5b-front/original/delsey-air-armour-00386682018T9-08.jpg"},{"title":"Functional and secure","content":"AIR ARMOUR suitcases are equipped with a zipped main opening to which a padlock can be added. Their polyester lining ensures both comfort of use.  The top and side handles make them quick and easy to pick up and manoeuvre on trains and planes. With their internal webbing and zipped mesh divider, providing two individual compartments, the METEOR range of suitcases keep your belongings properly organised and separate.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3addb3d3-802b-47a5-a18d-front/original/delsey-air-armour-00386682018T9-10.jpg"},{"title":"A suitcase that adapts to your movements","content":"AIR ARMOUR suitcase is equipped with four silent and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. Tough, hard-wearing and multi-directional, they are specially designed to provide superlative rolling comfort.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/588d16fc-8f37-41aa-8acb-front/original/delsey-air-armour-00386682018T9-12.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1055:Double wheels","1003:Expandable ","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1067:Limited 3-Year Warranty"]
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        AIR ARMOUR

          SUITCASE


          
            M Expandable (68cm)

          



        
          
              19900€
199,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 199,00€
          

  




                  
                    
  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3.40kg","Dimension":"55cm Business  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"51 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Mesh zippered compartment
	Adjustable straps
	1 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining

","Exterior":"	Multi position Trolley system
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	Expandable 5cm for extra capacity
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Front business compartment
	Top handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip\n","content":"Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel. No more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         \n\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024262/original/delsey-segur-00205880200-06.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior\n","content":"Packing your bags has never been easier! The clever storage of the luggage allows optimal organisation. The bag contains several compartments and pockets to make your personal belongings more accessible. And its fully detachable and washable inner lining means you no longer have to worry about dirtying the inside of your suitcase. Just put it in the machine at 30° C: SEGUR 2.0 is clean and ready for your next trip.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024263/original/delsey-segur-00205880200-08.jpg"},{"title":"Access to your personal effects\n","content":"What could be more convenient than an easy-access pocket in the front of your hard suitcase. Quickly store your computer and keep it safe from shocks with this foam pouch. Ideal for travellers wishing to use their computer or tablet on the go!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024264/original/delsey-segur-00205880200-13.jpg"},{"title":"An efficiently filled cabin bag \n","content":"Go on a weekend with peace of mind with your SEGUR 2.0 cabin bag. It offers you ideal storage capacity for trips of a few days thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/cf2e147e-b839-4d8c-b533-front/original/delsey-segur-00205880200-14.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"SEGUR 2.0 has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024449/original/delsey-segur-00205880200-12.jpg"},{"title":"Solidity so can you can travel without worries\n","content":"Made entirely of polycarbonate, SEGUR 2.0 offers unrivalled strength and durability. The grooved shaping of its shell makes it possible to reinforce the strength of the suitcase, so you travel in total tranquillity.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024525/original/delsey-segur-00205880200-10.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander ","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the SEGUR 2.0 expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024528/original/delsey-segur-00205880211-10.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1084:Laptop and tablet compartment","1001:Cabin luggage","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1003:Expandable ","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1036:Outside pocket"]
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        SEGUR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Expandable Business (55cm)

          



        
          
              26900€
269,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 269,00€
          

  




                  
                    
  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.10kg","Dimension":"82cm  : 82 x 53 x 29","Volume":"110 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	2 zippered mesh divider

","Exterior":"	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Address holder
	Integrated top handle
	Light multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"An ultra-secure piece of luggage","content":"Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel. And no more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029021/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-light, tough and hard-wearing","content":"TURENNE offers the perfect combination of toughness and lightness. This exceptionally light weight has been achieved through a very careful selection of components. Take all your belongings with you: this hard-shell suitcase will protect them and ensure comfortable travel on all your trips.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029022/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"TURENNE has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029023/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-13.jpg"},{"title":"A well thought-out interior ","content":"Designed with the organised traveller in mind, this suitcase is equipped with a functional, practical interior featuring a laundry bag, shoe bag and two zipped compartments.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029024/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-15.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1023:Super light","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            L (82cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  33675€
336,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 336,75€
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      {"Weight":"2.90kg","Dimension":"55cm  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Neoprene battery pocket
	Two sets of straps and one zippered dividers
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"DELSEY PARIS, OFFICIALLY LICENCED BY ROLAND-GARROS\n","content":"DELSEY PARIS has created an elegant and sporty limited edition for ROLAND-GARROS with colours that echo the famous tennis tournament, featuring a DELSEY PARIS and ROLAND-GARROS dual-branded logo. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/15d255c7-aeb0-4b59-8529-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680135RG-09.jpg"},{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE\n","content":"The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.\n\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d7c0bb50-76cc-4cdf-8b3c-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680135RG-05.jpg"},{"title":"HANDY AND PRACTICAL\n","content":"The suitcase features four quiet wheels. They have been specially designed for comfortable and responsive handling. Its manufacture has been conceived to make the luggage more portable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b49965da-5d0e-4396-b863-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680135RG-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING\n","content":"The bag's lining is made from recycled materials treated with Dupont's SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology to prevent the build up of bacteria!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/85774080-3af8-49ba-aa88-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680135RG-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1103:USB PORT","1030:Recycled materials","1092:Shoes bag"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S (55cm) Roland-Garros

          



        
          
              37900€
379,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 379,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,37kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable : 55 x 35 x 25 / 28
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"43 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Straps on the bottom
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandability on main compartment
	USB port integrated in lock
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Warranty QR code plate
	Multi position Trolley system

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5576ac1a-d0ae-4fff-b683-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880127-05.jpg"},{"title":"ROLLING COMFORT","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Strongly constructed and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to provide enhanced rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f729a4a5-a5b7-4ff8-b645-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880127-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT","content":"The integrated USB socket on the bottom of the suitcase offers the ultimate in practical convenience! It makes it possible to charge a mobile phone anywhere, with the external power bank storing conveniently away in its own special pocket. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/48362cd5-ae0e-4d08-91d3-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880127-07.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/172fb577-35ff-4e01-9d68-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880127-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1108:Dual density wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1103:USB PORT","1062:Removable and washable lining","1030:Recycled materials","1003:Expandable "]
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        SHADOW 5.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
              23900€
239,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 239,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,04kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable  : 55 x 35 x 26","Volume":"44 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A BOLD DESIGN ","content":"With its contemporary style, the Rempart range guarantees resistance and security while travelling.  Recognisable by its unique design, the collection is a force for innovation: the cases are stackable, regardless of their size. They become an additional storage space.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e411d9f4-aa12-4ae9-8d15-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218180125-05.jpg"},{"title":"SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"To ensure maximum security, the case is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure fastening system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique fastening is up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip. It is also equipped with a TSA code lock. This TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/ebc1ccf7-86d1-4334-9ad9-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218180125-06.jpg"},{"title":"ADAPTABLE LUGGAGE ","content":"A suitcase that can be adapted to the amount of luggage carried thanks to the expanders. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d4150ced-b1c9-488e-9533-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218180125-07.jpg"},{"title":"OPTIMISED INTERIOR","content":"The interior has a set of straps and a divider for optimal organisation. In addition, the inner lining is made of rPET, a completely recycled material. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/855824db-a3dd-48fc-a997-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218180125-08.jpg"},{"title":"SILENT WHEELS","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/200c593e-7afe-46f9-916f-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218180125-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1003:Expandable ","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1062:Removable and washable lining","1030:Recycled materials","1008:TSA Combination Lock"]
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        REMPART

          Cabin suitcase


          
            S expandable (55cm )

          



        
          
            
                
  29900€
299,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 299,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.90kg","Dimension":"55cm slim  : 55 x 40 x 20","Volume":"35 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Mesh zippered compartment
	Adjustable straps
	1 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	Multi position Trolley system
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Side handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA combination lock\n","content":"No more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/734adb3c-f23a-477b-b5fd-front/original/delsey-segur-00205880300-07.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior\n","content":"Packing your bags has never been easier! The clever storage of the luggage allows optimal organisation. The bag contains several compartments and pockets to make your personal belongings more accessible. And its fully detachable and washable inner lining means you no longer have to worry about dirtying the inside of your suitcase. Just put it in the machine at 30° C: SEGUR 2.0 is clean and ready for your next trip.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024284/original/delsey-segur-00205880300-08.jpg"},{"title":"An efficiently filled cabin bag \n","content":"Go on a weekend with peace of mind with your SEGUR 2.0 cabin bag. It offers you ideal storage capacity for trips of a few days thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024285/original/delsey-segur-00205880300-13.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"SEGUR 2.0 has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/15237533-75c2-41e1-b77d-front/original/delsey-segur-00205880300-14.jpg"},{"title":"Solidity so can you can travel without worries\n","content":"Made entirely of polycarbonate, SEGUR 2.0 offers unrivalled strength and durability. The grooved shaping of its shell makes it possible to reinforce the strength of the suitcase, so you travel in total tranquillity.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024445/original/delsey-segur-00205880300-12.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1062:Removable and washable lining","1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1008:TSA Combination Lock"]
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        SEGUR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S slim (55cm)

          



        
          
              24900€
249,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 249,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.90kg","Dimension":"55cm  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Neoprene battery pocket
	Two sets of straps and one zippered dividers
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA COMBINATION LOCK\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fcc1999a-bf66-4714-a86b-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-05.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2aca6c4a-bc2d-4c81-8d55-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT\n","content":"The integrated USB socket on the bottom of your case offers the ultimate in practical convenience! You can simply plug your phone into your suitcase and slip your external battery into the small pocket designed specifically for the purpose. Never run out of battery power when on the move again!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c5a68a15-587d-4a76-b9fa-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND EXPERTISE\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its design evokes traditional Parisian architecture. Its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesteryear whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/06901d5f-6fd2-45a1-8f72-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1103:USB PORT","1030:Recycled materials","1092:Shoes bag"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S (55cm)

          



        
          
              36900€
369,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 369,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,20kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable : 55 x 35 x 25 / 28
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"43 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"To ensure maximum security, the case is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure fastening system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique fastening is up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip. It is also equipped with a TSA code lock. This TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fb623094-9f80-4274-acd8-front/original/delsey-shadow 5.0-00287880100F1-06.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9994de67-1e6c-479c-a065-front/original/delsey-shadow 5.0-00287880100F1-07.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT","content":"The phone plugs into the USB port on the case and an external battery fits into an internal pocket provided for this purpose.\n*Power Bank is not provided ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d642a7de-c71d-4e54-92b4-front/original/delsey-shadow 5.0-00287880100F1-08.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcases feature four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/20a8a786-327b-4300-a1b5-front/original/delsey-shadow 5.0-00287880100F1-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1108:Dual density wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1103:USB PORT","1062:Removable and washable lining","1030:Recycled materials","1003:Expandable "]
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        ARF1TS SHADOW 5.0

          Cabin suitcase


          
            S expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
              23900€
239,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 239,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3.20kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"41 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	50 / 50 construction
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket
	Elastic pocket
	1 mesh pocket
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Interlocking sliders
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	4 silent double wheels
	Expandability on main compartment
	Warranty QR code plate
	Integrated top handle
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	2 stops trolley system
	Bottom handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA-accepted lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. The lock is located on the top of the luggage to make it easier for you to open and close your suitcase. Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8b359423-71de-4ca3-aadf-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"ST TROPEZ has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/4f59db5c-639c-4017-9a7e-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-08.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior\n","content":"Packing your case has never been easier! The clever storage features mean you can stay beautifully organised. The suitcase has several compartments and pockets to make your belongings more easily accessible. Thanks to the detachable and washable lining, you no longer need to worry about removing the inside of your case. Simply wash the lining at 30°C: ST TROPEZ  will be clean and ready for a new journey.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e17a9dcd-3293-4ae4-9fdc-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-10.jpg"},{"title":"An efficiently filled cabin bag \n","content":"Go on a weekend with peace of mind with your cabin bag. It offers you ideal storage capacity for trips of a few days thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d058b50f-8bfb-4d07-8a2f-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-12.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander \n","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the  ST TROPEZ expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b1cb383d-13f1-48a8-bffe-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-14.jpg"},{"title":"Elegant finishings \n","content":"The ST TROPEZ suitcase is elegant to the smallest detail, with vegan leather finishings and visible stitching. Whether you are going on holiday just a stone's throw away or travelling abroad, journey in style and in complete security!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/cd66c0b4-8d9d-415e-980b-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-16.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1108:Dual density wheels","1003:Expandable ","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1001:Cabin luggage","1030:Recycled materials","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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        ST TROPEZ

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  26175€
261,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 261,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2,80kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"39 L","Material":"POLYPROPYLENE","Interior":"	210 Denier Polyester
	1 flying pocket
	Straps on the bottom
	Zippered mesh pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandable 4cm for extra capacity
	Integrated side handle
	Integrated top handle
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech opening: ZST 1
	Zippered opening
	Protection feet
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	Integrated address holder
	Multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip","content":"The luggage comes with an ultra-secure fastening system patented by DELSEY: the SECURITECH® 1 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip closure, this unique fastening system provides optimal security for your luggage. The zip pulls are also reinforced, making them up to three times stronger than conventional zip pulls. The original anti-theft zip is your very best ally when it comes to travelling in complete security.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024477/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-07.jpg"},{"title":"A TSA combination lock","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it.         \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024478/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-tough, hard-wearing luggage","content":"The Belmont Plus shell comes in polypropylene, the most impact-resistant material, to protect your precious belongings!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024479/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-09.jpg"},{"title":"Adjustable extender for customisable luggage","content":"Easily close your suitcase and adapt your luggage to your specific needs with the Belmont Plus special extender feature. Simply open it up to fit even more items inside. Perfect for bringing back all those extra items you pick up on holiday.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024480/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"Belmont Plus has 4 quiet, multidirectional double wheels. With its extremely comfortable rolling action, it makes travelling around the world and negotiating your way through airports a pleasure.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024481/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-11.jpg"},{"title":"A trendy pop design","content":"Opt for the trendy pop design and new colours of the BELMONT PLUS collection. Spot and find your suitcase on the airport carousel in a matter of seconds! Also comes supplied with a free address holder.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0024482/original/delsey-belmont-plus-00386180402-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1028:ZIP SECURI TECH","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1003:Expandable ","1001:Cabin luggage","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty"]
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        BELMONT PLUS

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
              16900€
169,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 169,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.95kg","Dimension":"55cm slim  : 55 x 40 x 21","Volume":"36 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Neoprene battery pocket
	Two sets of straps and one zippered dividers
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Zippered opening
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA COMBINATION LOCK\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d27c7560-341d-4893-ab35-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680315-05.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3f50562d-0a24-4bec-ad07-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680315-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT\n","content":"The integrated USB socket on the bottom of your case offers the ultimate in practical convenience! You can simply plug your phone into your suitcase and slip your external battery into the small pocket designed specifically for the purpose. Never run out of battery power when on the move again!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/313dfbc6-e5f1-41f8-82e7-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680315-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND EXPERTISE\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its design evokes traditional Parisian architecture. Its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesteryear whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6a15d936-80f3-4547-9902-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680315-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1092:Shoes bag","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1103:USB PORT","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Slim (55cm)

          



        
          
              36900€
369,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2,90kg","Dimension":"55cm Slim  : 55 x 40 x 20","Volume":"36 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYPROPYLENE","Interior":"	Fully lined polyester 150D
	1 flying pocket
	One set of straps and one zippered divider
	Mesh zippered compartment

","Exterior":"	Secured TSA frame opening
	Recessed top handle
	Integrated side handle
	Top and bottom locks
	Centralized combination lock with TSA
	Side protection feet
	Address holder
	External multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"This case has a central framework fastening with a 3-digit combination plus TSA, and 2 lateral fastenings for optimal security. No more suitcases being damaged by customs! TSA combination locks let you secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the US Transportation Security Administration (TSA) at airports to check your luggage without damaging it, using a special key. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/845f516d-b067-4588-9b7a-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362-05.jpg"},{"title":"Strong and water-resistant ","content":"MONCEY is the most rigid case by DELSEY. Its 100% polypropylene shell, the most resistant material, will keep your belongings protected from potential shocks. The shell and its fastenings are water-resistant, providing the case with optimal protection in case of rain. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2dcbf6a7-c42b-4efd-8b23-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"MONCEY has 4 double wheels which are very easy to manoeuvre and quiet. They have been specially designed to help you move wherever you see fit and to negotiate airports, streets and hotels while on holiday.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/15b24d3a-a240-43ff-bd67-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362-07.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior","content":"This suitcase features two separate compartments, one fitted with a set of straps and the other with a zipped mesh divider to keep your belongings properly organised and separate. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b5315aa6-0ee0-4388-bbed-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        MONCEY

          CARRY-ON


          
            S slim (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  14175€
141,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 141,75€
          

  






                
  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.93kg","Dimension":"73cm trunk  : 73 x 42 x 35","Volume":"91 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A NEW FORMAT \n","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key features of this luggage. Its innovative format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll wherever you go. Its square shape opens up new possibilities in the way you travel and makes it ideal for car or train journeys.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/89b7bbf8-f745-4178-9151-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681815-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. Your luggage is equipped with the patented DELSEY PARIS ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closure system is three times more difficult to break into than a conventional zip, thus providing optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d98b03da-4fee-4ffa-ad80-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681815-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/efc362cc-0ef5-4435-8bd6-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681815-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its styling evokes the traditional architecture of Paris, and its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesterday whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look. Travel with the peace of mind of knowing that your suitcase can stand up to all kinds of bumps and bangs thanks to its specially reinforced corners!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b69c1825-05c2-4fdd-a313-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681815-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1108:Dual density wheels","1030:Recycled materials","1119:Corners protection"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            Trunk L (73cm)

          



        
          
              46900€
469,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 469,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,85kg","Dimension":"73cm Trunk : 73 x 37 x 38 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"87 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Recycled lining
	3 zippered pockets
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":""}
    


    
      [{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING","content":"The inner lining is made of rPET; a completely recycled material! The SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.\n*SILVADUR™ is a trademark of International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc. or its affiliates.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5128279b-f9c3-4369-be20-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162181811-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique fastening system provides optimal security for your luggage.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fb223e3c-f0ee-4708-8c29-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162181811-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE","content":" The interior of the suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches included can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8a8d8653-34ef-418d-8a75-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162181811-07.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key defining features of this luggage. Its innovative \"trunk\" format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll along wherever you go. This luggage is perfectly suited to travelling by car or train.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/14c959ac-276d-431b-b1ad-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162181811-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1092:Shoes bag","1030:Recycled materials","1023:Super light","1055:Double wheels"]
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                        Peony
                      

                      
                        Night blue
                      

                      
                        Black
                      














      
        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            L Trunk (73cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  32175€
321,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 321,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5.38kg","Dimension":"80cm trunk  : 80 x 42 x 36","Volume":"104 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A NEW FORMAT \n","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key features of this luggage. Its innovative format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll wherever you go. Its square shape opens up new possibilities in the way you travel and makes it ideal for car or train journeys.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e475dcaf-7bf9-4ed9-9cc9-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682815-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. Your luggage is equipped with the patented DELSEY PARIS ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closure system is three times more difficult to break into than a conventional zip, thus providing optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c4247840-23dc-446c-b796-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682815-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/06ac73f3-a183-4fdf-9e21-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682815-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its styling evokes the traditional architecture of Paris, and its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesterday whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look. Travel with the peace of mind of knowing that your suitcase can stand up to all kinds of bumps and bangs thanks to its specially reinforced corners!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9cde2d29-1ed6-47ee-8d0e-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682815-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1108:Dual density wheels","1037:158 cm max","1030:Recycled materials","1119:Corners protection"]
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                        Pink
                      

                      
                        Blue
                      

                      
                        Brown
                      

                      
                        Angora
                      












      
        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            Trunk XL (80cm)

          



        
          
              49900€
499,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 499,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.45kg","Dimension":"73cm trunk  : 73 x 36 x 36","Volume":"83 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	1 flat pocket
	Lined zippered compartment
	Fully lined interior
	Zippered mesh pocket
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Multi position Trolley system
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Warranty QR code plate
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 3
	Front Handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip","content":"Your luggage is fitted with the brand new ultra-secure closure system patented by DELSEY: the SECURITECH® 3 zip. This unique closure system is three times more  intrusion resistant than a conventional zip and comes equipped with a protective metal zip cover to provide optimal luggage security. The zip pulls themselves are also strengthened, making them up to three times more resistant than conventional zip pulls. The original anti-theft zip: the best ally you can have when it comes to travelling in complete security.\nSay goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock both enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6a8275c1-0d19-417c-ae82-front/original/delsey-securitime-00217381811-05.jpg"},{"title":"Luggage that moves the way you do ","content":"The SECURITIME ZIP Trunk case features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. Tough, hard-wearing and multidirectional, its square design combined with its rolling comfort make travelling through train stations and airports a genuine pleasure.  ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/93086ff2-7607-4793-878b-front/original/delsey-securitime-00217381811-06.jpg"},{"title":"A big suitcase for a big journey ","content":"Planning to be away for two weeks or more? With its generous 83.25 litre internal volume, the large SECURITIME ZIP Trunk suitcase offers the perfect level of storage capacity for your longer trips away.  ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c498332d-f167-40f7-b8a5-front/original/delsey-securitime-00217381811-07.jpg"},{"title":"An innovative shape and design. ","content":"The SECURITIME ZIP Trunk's innovative design makes it the perfect shape to fit in the boot of your car. Its front handle makes it practical and easy to transport.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/961b9095-1dd2-4318-8a99-front/original/delsey-securitime-00217381811-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1055:Double wheels","1062:Removable and washable lining","1118:ZST3","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1030:Recycled materials"]
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                        Silver
                      










      
        SECURITIME ZIP

          SUITCASE


          
            Trunk M (73cm )

          



        
          
              37900€
379,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 379,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,02kg","Dimension":"80cm Trunk : 80 x 36 x 37 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"91 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Recycled lining
	3 zippered pockets
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":""}
    


    
      [{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING","content":"The inner lining is made of rPET; a completely recycled material! The SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.\n*SILVADUR™ is a trademark of International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc. or its affiliates.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/43964a33-7ba9-4a66-a4a5-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162182811-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique fastening system provides optimal security for your luggage.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9efacd66-4807-42c6-935a-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162182811-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE","content":" The interior of the suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches included can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/235927bd-9162-4b98-b8ef-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162182811-07.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key defining features of this luggage. Its innovative \"trunk\" format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll along wherever you go. This luggage is perfectly suited to travelling by car or train.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/683fe981-1922-4c3b-bf29-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162182811-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1092:Shoes bag","1030:Recycled materials","1023:Super light","1055:Double wheels"]
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                        Black
                      














      
        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            XL Trunk (80cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  33675€
336,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 336,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5,03kg","Dimension":"80cm Trunk : 80 x 42 x 35 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"97 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE FORMAT","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key defining features of this luggage. Its innovative format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll along wherever you go. Its square shape opens up new possibilities in the way you travel, and makes it ideal for car or train journeys.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6e83e9ef-4c85-4c5b-83da-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287882845-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b80b1e61-bab4-4d65-8a91-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287882845-06.jpg"},{"title":"THE IDEAL COMPANION WHEN YOU'RE ON THE MOVE","content":"A smart suitcase inside and out! SHADOW 5.0 is equipped with DELSEY's patented excess weight indicator, which is integrated into the handle on the side. This battery-free feature lets you know when your luggage is up to the maximum weight allowed, thus saving you the need to pay extra charges at the check-in counter. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b1e8037f-759b-42f8-9a35-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287882845-07.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7414f483-57ce-4546-960c-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287882845-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1031:Over Weight Indicator™","1030:Recycled materials","1108:Dual density wheels"]
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+2











      
        SHADOW 5.0

          Checkin suitcase


          
            XL Trunk (80cm)

          



        
          
              31900€
319,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 319,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,54kg","Dimension":"75cm Trunk : 75 x 42 x 35 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"90 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE FORMAT","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key defining features of this luggage. Its innovative format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll along wherever you go. Its square shape opens up new possibilities in the way you travel, and makes it ideal for car or train journeys.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5003fd33-754d-4e4e-97cd-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287881845-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8b173201-4388-4186-ba2b-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287881845-06.jpg"},{"title":"THE IDEAL COMPANION WHEN YOU'RE ON THE MOVE","content":"A smart suitcase inside and out! SHADOW 5.0 is equipped with DELSEY's patented excess weight indicator, which is integrated into the handle on the side. This battery-free feature lets you know when your luggage is up to the maximum weight allowed, thus saving you the need to pay extra charges at the check-in counter. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7f56676f-caf4-4386-a176-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287881845-07.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5cccda3f-2075-4378-aa7a-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287881845-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1031:Over Weight Indicator™","1030:Recycled materials","1108:Dual density wheels"]
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+2











      
        SHADOW 5.0

          Checkin suitcase


          
            L Trunk (74.5cm)

          



        
          
              30900€
309,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 309,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5,07kg","Dimension":"73cm Trunk : 73 x 42 x 36 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"89 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised and pleasant handling."}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1068:Slim frame","1030:Recycled materials","1108:Dual density wheels","1038:Rainproof","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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        PEUGEOT VOYAGES

          Checkin suitcase


          
            L Trunk (73cm)

          



        
          
              54900€
549,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 549,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5,60kg","Dimension":"80cm Trunk : 80 x 42 x 36 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"97 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"PEUGEOT VOYAGES DESIGN","content":"An ingenious, streamlined design with sporty lines, designed to ensure complete freedom of movement.  The technologically-robust materials and leather accents make this luggage both durable and elegant.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/380bc128-b58d-49a4-a356-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-05.jpg"},{"title":"SECURE FRAME FORMAT","content":"The frame system is similiar to the ritual opening of trunk-style luggage. To ensure maximum security, it is equipped with 2 TSA code locks, each with its own code. This TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a18e255c-8bde-48f5-8212-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-06.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS EXTERIOR","content":"Ergonomics and practicality are the keywords of the trunk format, the suitcase adapts to all types of travel. In addition, the handles have an anti-microbial treatment that inhibits the growth of bacteria. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3f88ccff-24b2-4f7a-9e2c-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-07.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS INTERIOR","content":"The interior is made up of sets of straps and 2 dividers for optimal organisation. In addition, the inner lining is made of rPET, a completely recycled material! The antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e6d12566-30ad-465d-a550-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-08.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised and pleasant agile handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0ff9ce40-0d0f-46b0-9a27-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1068:Slim frame","1030:Recycled materials","1108:Dual density wheels","1038:Rainproof","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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        PEUGEOT VOYAGES

          Checkin suitcase


          
            XL Trunk (80cm)

          



        
          
              59900€
599,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 599,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,48kg","Dimension":"73cm expandable Trunk  : 73 x 41 x 37","Volume":"96 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A BOLD DESIGN ","content":"With its contemporary style, the Rempart range guarantees resistance and security while travelling.  Recognisable by its unique design, the collection is a force for innovation: the cases are stackable, regardless of their size. They become an additional storage space.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/aafba245-92cc-4285-9c3a-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218181821-05.jpg"},{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"To ensure maximum security, the case is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure fastening system: the SECURITECH® 3 zip. This unique fastening is up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip. It is also equipped with a TSA code lock. This TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8a03673d-845f-4905-be36-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218181821-06.jpg"},{"title":"ADAPTABLE LUGGAGE ","content":"A suitcase that can be adapted to the amount of luggage carried thanks to the expanders. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fde27915-d0cd-4421-8fc4-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218181821-07.jpg"},{"title":"OPTIMISED INTERIOR","content":"The interior is made up of a set of straps and 2 dividers for optimal organisation. In addition, the inner lining is made of rPET, a completely recycled material. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30° ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/410d4430-0320-4cd5-bb03-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218181821-08.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/afe65a2a-4f39-4b4b-b836-front/original/delsey-rempart-00218181821-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1003:Expandable ","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1118:ZST3","1055:Double wheels","1030:Recycled materials","1062:Removable and washable lining","1008:TSA Combination Lock"]
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        REMPART

          Checkin suitcase


          
            L expandable Trunk (73cm )

          



        
          
              34900€
349,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 349,00€
          

  






                
  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.79kg","Dimension":"28,50cm  : 28 x 64 x 35","Volume":"56 L","Material":"100% RPET 600 DENIER POLYESTER "}
    


    
      [{"title":"DELSEY PARIS, OFFICIALLY LICENCED BY ROLAND-GARROS\n","content":"DELSEY PARIS has created an elegant and sporty limited edition for ROLAND-GARROS with colours that echo the famous tennis tournament, featuring a DELSEY PARIS and ROLAND-GARROS dual-branded logo. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/73ce46c6-73b1-49c0-909a-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932102RG-05.jpg"},{"title":"A TRAVEL BAG MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIAL\n","content":"The fabric used for this travel bag is made from rPET, a material manufactured from 38 entirely recycled plastic water bottles! \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/897b05d5-5d81-4c4b-8b03-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932102RG-07.jpg"},{"title":"WATER RESISTANT\n","content":"The water-resistant material is ideal for protecting your belongings in the event of bad weather!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5cee62e8-6a86-4aae-a86c-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932102RG-08.jpg"},{"title":"CLEVERLY DESIGNED FEATURES\n","content":"This travel bag interior features special fitted straps designed to keep your belongings in place. This bag also has a shoe pocket directly accessible from the outside. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2e3184a5-2a0e-45d9-841a-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932102RG-09.jpg"},{"title":"AN ADJUSTABLE BAG\n","content":"The adjustable straps allow you to alter the size of the bag to fit whatever you put in it, to ensure that your belongings are held securely in place.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0be2336e-8211-4855-953c-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932102RG-10.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1067:Limited 3-Year Warranty","1076:Central opening","1096:TSA combination padlock","1030:Recycled materials","1028:ZIP SECURI TECH","1039:Easy storage","1038:Rainproof"]
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        RASPAIL

          SUITCASE


          
            M (64cm) Roland-Garros

          



        
          
              17900€
179,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,77kg","Dimension":"75,50cm expandable  : 75 x 50 x 33","Volume":"116 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Straps on the bottom
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandability on main compartment
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Warranty QR code plate
	Multi position Trolley system

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/610fcb8d-332c-4db4-9301-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287882100-05.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR\n","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d2cb832e-72af-43c6-b93e-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287882100-06.jpg"},{"title":"SPECIAL EXPANDER FOR MADE-TO-MEASURE ADAPTABILITY\n","content":"Luggage that adapts to your needs thanks to its special expander. Simply enlarge it to its maximum size when you need to fit even more belongings inside. Perfect for all those extra items you bring back from your holidays!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5d25bd79-7b43-4edb-a357-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287882100-07.jpg"},{"title":"THE IDEAL COMPANION WHEN YOU'RE ON THE MOVE\n","content":"A smart suitcase inside and out! SHADOW 5.0 is equipped with DELSEY's patented excess weight indicator, which is integrated into the handle on the side. This battery-free feature lets you know when your luggage is up to the maximum weight allowed, thus saving you the need to pay extra charges at the check-in counter. The suitcase also features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Strongly constructed and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to provide enhanced rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/68bb87bf-a4f2-4e43-aff0-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287882100-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1037:158 cm max","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1003:Expandable ","1030:Recycled materials","1031:Over Weight Indicator™"]
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        SHADOW 5.0

          SUITCASE


          
            L Expandable (75cm)

          



        
          
              29900€
299,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 299,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.85kg","Dimension":"76,50cm expandable  : 76 x 49 x 31","Volume":"110 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	50 / 50 construction
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket
	Elastic pocket
	1 mesh pocket
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Interlocking sliders
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	4 silent double wheels
	Expandability on main compartment
	Warranty QR code plate
	Integrated top handle
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	2 stops trolley system
	Bottom handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA-accepted lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. The lock is located on the top of the luggage to make it easier for you to open and close your suitcase. Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b5013421-1bc3-4b79-a24f-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"ST TROPEZ has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b4fd61ff-60b1-40fc-8c50-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-08.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior\n","content":"Packing your case has never been easier! The clever storage features mean you can stay beautifully organised. The suitcase has several compartments and pockets to make your belongings more easily accessible. Thanks to the detachable and washable lining, you no longer need to worry about removing the inside of your case. Simply wash the lining at 30°C: ST TROPEZ  will be clean and ready for a new journey.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e92affab-67ed-418b-ae34-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-10.jpg"},{"title":"A great suitcase to transport everything\n","content":"A trip of two weeks or more coming up? The large ST TROPEZ suitcase offers you ideal storage capacity for your longer trips thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5bfe30a4-5c5e-4b61-a216-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-12.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander \n","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the  ST TROPEZ expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/ef7729fd-b8ba-45aa-84a2-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-14.jpg"},{"title":"Elegant finishings \n","content":"The ST TROPEZ suitcase is elegant to the smallest detail, with vegan leather finishings and visible stitching. Whether you are going on holiday just a stone's throw away or travelling abroad, journey in style and in complete security!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8dc6be23-c799-45da-b079-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-16.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1108:Dual density wheels","1037:158 cm max","1003:Expandable ","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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        ST TROPEZ

          SUITCASE


          
            L (76cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  33675€
336,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 336,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,20kg","Dimension":"69cm expandable  : 69 x 44 x 30","Volume":"81 L","Material":"100% POLYESTER RPET 300 DENIER","Interior":"	Recycled lining
	1 set of straps
	Mesh zippered compartment

","Exterior":"	Expandability on main compartment
	Two large front pockets
	Top handle
	Side handle
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Recycled material
	Zippered opening
	Warranty QR code plate
	Multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SUITCASE MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIAL","content":"The material this suitcase is made from is rPET, a plastic produced from 15 entirely recycled plastic bottles. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8d19dd2b-b994-45eb-b2bb-front/original/delsey-maubert-00381381002-07.jpg"},{"title":"A SECURE SUITCASE","content":"The SECURITECH® zip protects your belongings with reinforced security. Its unique fastening system is 3 times stronger than a traditional fastening system to maximise your long-term security and can prevent your luggage from being broken into via the zip! Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key. This backpack features a built-in anti-RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) pocket designed to prevent theft of your personal electronic data. The perfect place to store your phone and debit/credit cards!","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/dded6af8-ffe0-4717-a1cb-front/original/delsey-maubert-00381381002-11.jpg"},{"title":"SPECIAL EXPANDER FOR MADE-TO-MEASURE ADAPTABILITY","content":"Luggage that adapts to your needs thanks to its special expander. Simply enlarge it to its maximum size when you need to fit even more belongings inside. Perfect for all those extra items you bring back from your holidays!","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/667ae9b5-12b5-425f-806d-front/original/delsey-maubert-00381381002-12.jpg"},{"title":"ROLLING COMFORT","content":"The suitcase features four highly manoeuvrable wheels. Strongly constructed and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to provide enhanced rolling comfort.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9d74e96a-8110-4e2b-8e5e-front/original/delsey-maubert-00381381002-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1030:Recycled materials","1055:Double wheels","1003:Expandable ","1067:Limited 3-Year Warranty","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1028:ZIP SECURI TECH"]
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        MAUBERT 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            M Expandable (69cm)

          



        
          
              21900€
219,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 219,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.13kg","Dimension":"66,50cm  : 66 x 45 x 28","Volume":"69 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. Your luggage is equipped with the patented DELSEY PARIS ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closure system is three times more difficult to break into than a conventional zip, thus providing optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/578c8fc6-2dc1-4cfd-b719-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-05.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/32c21486-950d-4075-a2e6-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/18e5ae29-1d89-4297-8445-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-07.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f52a603d-c253-4849-99e3-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-13.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1119:Corners protection","1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            M (66cm)

          



        
          
              41900€
419,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 419,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,90kg","Dimension":"66cm expandable  : 66 x 44 x 29","Volume":"80 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Straps on the bottom
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandability on main compartment
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Warranty QR code plate
	Multi position Trolley system

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7876ac19-557c-48ee-a80b-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100-05.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR\n","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5e57b70d-141c-4661-91ab-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100-06.jpg"},{"title":"SPECIAL EXPANDER FOR MADE-TO-MEASURE ADAPTABILITY\n","content":"Luggage that adapts to your needs thanks to its special expander. Simply enlarge it to its maximum size when you need to fit even more belongings inside. Perfect for all those extra items you bring back from your holidays!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e6e5035a-076d-4db6-812e-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100-07.jpg"},{"title":"THE IDEAL COMPANION WHEN YOU'RE ON THE MOVE\n","content":"A smart suitcase inside and out! SHADOW 5.0 is equipped with DELSEY's patented excess weight indicator, which is integrated into the handle on the side. This battery-free feature lets you know when your luggage is up to the maximum weight allowed, thus saving you the need to pay extra charges at the check-in counter. The suitcase also features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Strongly constructed and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to provide enhanced rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a461d026-4e2e-47e0-b7f6-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1003:Expandable ","1030:Recycled materials","1031:Over Weight Indicator™"]
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+1











      
        SHADOW 5.0

          SUITCASE


          
            M Expandable (66cm)

          



        
          
              25900€
259,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 259,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,82kg","Dimension":"79cm expandable  : 79 x 50 x 33","Volume":"118 L","Material":"100% POLYESTER RPET 300 DENIER","Interior":"	Recycled lining
	1 set of straps
	Mesh zippered compartment

","Exterior":"	Expandability on main compartment
	Two large front pockets
	Top handle
	Side handle
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Recycled material
	Zippered opening
	Warranty QR code plate
	Multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SUITCASE MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIAL","content":"The material this suitcase is made from is rPET, a plastic produced from 19 entirely recycled plastic bottles. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6fc8b86b-9c85-4ce9-9a17-front/original/delsey-maubert-00381382102-07.jpg"},{"title":"A SECURE SUITCASE","content":"The SECURITECH® zip protects your belongings with reinforced security. Its unique fastening system is 3 times stronger than a traditional fastening system to maximise your long-term security and can prevent your luggage from being broken into via the zip! Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key. This backpack features a built-in anti-RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) pocket designed to prevent theft of your personal electronic data. The perfect place to store your phone and debit/credit cards!","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a91da3b6-dc29-41b3-999d-front/original/delsey-maubert-00381382102-11.jpg"},{"title":"SPECIAL EXPANDER FOR MADE-TO-MEASURE ADAPTABILITY","content":"Luggage that adapts to your needs thanks to its special expander. Simply enlarge it to its maximum size when you need to fit even more belongings inside. Perfect for all those extra items you bring back from your holidays!","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9abd0001-0fa8-469e-802f-front/original/delsey-maubert-00381382102-12.jpg"},{"title":"ROLLING COMFORT","content":"The suitcase features four highly manoeuvrable wheels. Strongly constructed and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to provide enhanced rolling comfort.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0b47bebc-b6f4-4d24-981c-front/original/delsey-maubert-00381382102-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1030:Recycled materials","1055:Double wheels","1003:Expandable ","1067:Limited 3-Year Warranty","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1028:ZIP SECURI TECH"]
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        MAUBERT 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            L Expandable (79cm)

          



        
          
              24900€
249,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 249,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.79kg","Dimension":"28,50cm  : 28 x 64 x 35","Volume":"56 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYESTER","Interior":"	50 / 50 construction
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	150 Denier polyester
	Recycled lining

","Exterior":"	Compression straps
	Multi position Trolley system
	2 wheels
	Two large front pockets
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	Warranty QR code plate
	Water-repellant
	Patented zipsecuritech opening: ZST 1
	Protection feet
	Recycled material
	TSA combination padlock
	Top handle
	Side handle
	Front Handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TRAVEL BAG MADE FROM RECYCLED MATERIAL","content":"We make the fabric used for these travel bags from rPET, a plastic that comes from entirely recycled water bottle, with each bag made from 38 in total!  Now it's your turn to travel responsibly!","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fae57b5b-cbba-4ec3-9d7f-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932104-05.jpg"},{"title":"Waterproof luggage","content":"This luggage has an innovative feature that anyone who loves travelling will greatly appreciate: waterproof material. With its supple waterproof fabric providing protection from the rain as well as hard-wearing durability, the RASPAIL range gives you complete security and peace of mind on your travels.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/09c864c6-0da4-4031-927e-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932104-06.jpg"},{"title":"Multiple lifting and carrying options","content":"In addition to its extremely quiet and hardwearing rollerblade-inspired wheels, this travel bag can also be lifted and carried in multiple different ways. It features three different handles: one on the top, one on the side and one on the back, enabling you to easily carry the bag up and down stairs or load it in the trunk of your car!","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3c55e1f1-e8c5-4e83-ad06-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932104-07.jpg"},{"title":"Cleverly designed features","content":"This travel bag opens in the middle and is divided into two equally sized zipped compartments. The interior features special fitted straps designed to keep your belongings in place. It also has a shoe pocket that can be accessed directly from the outside; ideal for preventing the rest of your belongings getting dirty after you've been hiking!","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/dfbbec6a-3405-4edb-8ef8-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932104-08.jpg"},{"title":"An adjustable bag","content":"The adjustable straps allow you to alter the size of the bag to fit whatever you put in it, enabling you to travel with the peace of mind of knowing that your belongings are held securely in place.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/76a1cc1e-ce35-40af-ac78-front/original/delsey-raspail-00328932104-09.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1067:Limited 3-Year Warranty","1076:Central opening","1096:TSA combination padlock","1030:Recycled materials","1028:ZIP SECURI TECH","1039:Easy storage","1038:Rainproof"]
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        RASPAIL

          SUITCASE


          
            M (64cm)

          



        
          
              16900€
169,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 169,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.00kg","Dimension":"66cm  : 66 x 43 x 30","Volume":"72 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	One set of straps and one zippered divider
	50 / 50 construction
	Water resistant pocket
	2 zippered pockets

","Exterior":"	Combination lock with TSA
	Reinforced injection-moulded plastic corners
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	2 stops trolley system
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 3
	Bottom handle
	Top handle
	Side handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip\n","content":"Your luggage is fitted with the brand new ultra-secure closure system patented by DELSEY: the SECURITECH® 3 zip. This unique closure system is three times more  intrusion resistant than a conventional zip and comes equipped with a protective metal zip cover to provide optimal luggage security. The zip pulls themselves are also strengthened, making them up to three times more resistant than conventional zip pulls. The original anti-theft zip is your very best ally when it comes to travelling in complete security.\nSay goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b310df84-0c6a-4f42-871c-front/original/delsey-cactus-00218082057-06.jpg"},{"title":"A light, elegant and robust suitcase\n","content":"DELSEY CACTUS is a light and robust case, with a sleek design. \nThere is no need to worry about your possessions, which will be completely protected, thanks to the case's sturdiness! With the reinforced corners your suitcase is built to withstand any knock, ensuring your travels are comfortable and stress-free. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3dc69b75-3098-414f-9a1f-front/original/delsey-cactus-00218082057-07.jpg"},{"title":"An all-terrain case\n","content":"DELSEY CACTUS has 4 double wheels, which are silent and easy to steer.  Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. With larger wheels at the back than the front, this all-terrain feature allows you to roll your case on two wheels without damaging the bottom of the case when rolling over obstacles.\nThe rolling comfort they provide makes manoeuvring through stations, airports and even earth roads child's play!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/cc355e88-8b76-4a23-8051-front/original/delsey-cactus-00218082057-08.jpg"},{"title":"A medium-sized suitcase offering the perfect amount of space  \n","content":"Going away for a week or more? The medium-sized DELSEY CACTUS case provides the perfect amount of storage capacity for your trips, thanks to a well-designed, practical interior. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/642e73de-3d46-4552-ae80-front/original/delsey-cactus-00218082057-09.jpg"},{"title":"A well-thought-out interior with a washable lining\n","content":"Packing your luggage has never been so easy! DELSEY CACTUS' cleverly arranged storage features provide optimal organisational possibilities. The case contains several compartments and inside pockets to help you best organise your personal items, plus there is a waterproof pocket to hold wet items or secure your shampoo bottle!\n Thanks to its fully detachable and washable inner lining, you no longer need to worry about getting the inside of your suitcase dirty. Just put it in the machine at 30° C: DELSEY CACTUS will be clean and ready for your next trip.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/30ffc7b8-5dad-4b62-a9c7-front/original/delsey-cactus-00218082057-10.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1118:ZST3","1062:Removable and washable lining","1111:2 and 4 wheels rolling","1119:Corners protection","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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                        Orange
                      

                      
                        White / blue gradient
                      











      
        DELSEY CACTUS

          SUITCASE


          
            M (66cm)

          



        
          
            
                
  39900€
399,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 399,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3.80kg","Dimension":"67cm  : 67 x 44 x 26","Volume":"64 L","Material":"ABS / POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Fastening straps in main compartment
	Mesh zippered compartment
	Fully lined interior
	Zippered mesh divider

","Exterior":"	Combination lock with TSA
	Interlocking sliders
	Multi position Trolley system
	Integrated top handle
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech opening: ZST 1

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip","content":"The SECURITECH® zip protects your personal belongings thanks to its secure design. This unique fastening system is 3 times more durable than a traditional fastening, maximising the level of long-term security and reducing the risk of tampering. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3ce35113-d061-4463-b488-front/original/delsey-comete-00304181012-08.jpg"},{"title":"A TSA combination lock","content":"No more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2d7a98e7-9310-4684-8efe-front/original/delsey-comete-00304181012-11.jpg"},{"title":"Functional and secure","content":"COMETE + suitcases are equipped with a double-zipped main opening to which a padlock can be added. Their polyester lining ensures both security and comfort of use.  The top and side handles make them quick and easy to pick up and manoeuvre on trains and planes. With their internal straps and zipped mesh divider, providing two individual compartments, the COMETE range of suitcases keep your belongings properly organised and separate.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9a0fa921-c94a-4c69-b4cc-front/original/delsey-comete-00304181012-12.jpg"},{"title":"A suitcase that adapts to your movements\n","content":"COMETE + suitcase is equipped with four silent and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. Tough, hard-wearing and multi-directional, they are specially designed to provide superlative rolling comfort.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b1502a55-18a8-4797-9ebc-front/original/delsey-comete-00304181012-13.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1028:ZIP SECURI TECH","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1067:Limited 3-Year Warranty"]
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                        Light blue
                      

                      
                        Black
                      

                      
                        Iguana
                      

                      
                        Purple
                      









      
        COMETE +

          SUITCASE


          
            M (67cm)

          



        
          
              16900€
169,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 169,00€
          

  






    
                              



                        
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                        

                                    
                                



                        
                                            
                                                SPRING BREAK 2024
                                            

                                        

                                            25% OFF an exclusive selection of bags and suitcases until March 22nd. 
                                        

                                                    
                                                    
                                                        
                                                    

                                                
                                            

	
                                                    

                                                    >

                                                


  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1,15kg","Dimension":"24,50cm  : 24 x 45 x 24","Volume":"26 L","Material":"PVC"}
    


    
      [{"title":"WATER-REPELLENT","content":"The water-resistant material and ingenious features make these pieces everyday essentials.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3a96b348-6cc9-42cc-977d-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162140900-05.jpg"},{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"The SECURITECH® patented zip protects your belongings with reinforced security. Its unique fastening system is 3 times stronger than a traditional fastening system and can prevent your luggage from being broken into via the zip!","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5c08517a-84f3-44f9-b757-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162140900-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING","content":"The inner lining is made of rPET; a completely recycled material! The SILVADUR™* antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.\n*SILVADUR™ is a trademark of International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc. or its affiliates.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/100da67f-fda6-4a67-a1a4-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162140900-07.jpg"},{"title":"CLEVERLY DESIGNED FEATURES","content":"This travel bag offers two foam pockets to secure your tablet and computer. To separate shoes or laundry from the rest of your belongings, a dedicated compartment is directly accessible from the outside.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c6c592ab-7f70-411b-b83e-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162140900-08.jpg"},{"title":"BUNDLE AND ROLL","content":"A support loop on the back of the bag allows it to be easily slid onto the trolley of the suitcase to bundle and roll the luggage in a single movement. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6d756144-2188-4716-9107-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162140900-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1004:TROLLEY system compatible","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1027:Shoulder carrying","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials","1028:ZIP SECURI TECH"]
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                        Night blue
                      

                      
                        Peony
                      

                      
                        Green
                      

                      
                        Beige
                      

+2











      
        TURENNE

          DUFFLE


          
            Duffle Bag (45cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  13425€
134,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 134,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3.20kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"41 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	50 / 50 construction
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket
	Elastic pocket
	1 mesh pocket
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Interlocking sliders
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	4 silent double wheels
	Expandability on main compartment
	Warranty QR code plate
	Integrated top handle
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	2 stops trolley system
	Bottom handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA-accepted lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. The lock is located on the top of the luggage to make it easier for you to open and close your suitcase. Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8b359423-71de-4ca3-aadf-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"ST TROPEZ has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/4f59db5c-639c-4017-9a7e-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-08.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior\n","content":"Packing your case has never been easier! The clever storage features mean you can stay beautifully organised. The suitcase has several compartments and pockets to make your belongings more easily accessible. Thanks to the detachable and washable lining, you no longer need to worry about removing the inside of your case. Simply wash the lining at 30°C: ST TROPEZ  will be clean and ready for a new journey.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e17a9dcd-3293-4ae4-9fdc-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-10.jpg"},{"title":"An efficiently filled cabin bag \n","content":"Go on a weekend with peace of mind with your cabin bag. It offers you ideal storage capacity for trips of a few days thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d058b50f-8bfb-4d07-8a2f-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-12.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander \n","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the  ST TROPEZ expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b1cb383d-13f1-48a8-bffe-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-14.jpg"},{"title":"Elegant finishings \n","content":"The ST TROPEZ suitcase is elegant to the smallest detail, with vegan leather finishings and visible stitching. Whether you are going on holiday just a stone's throw away or travelling abroad, journey in style and in complete security!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/cd66c0b4-8d9d-415e-980b-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780112-16.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1108:Dual density wheels","1003:Expandable ","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1001:Cabin luggage","1030:Recycled materials","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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                        Navy
                      

                      
                        Platinum
                      

                      
                        Black
                      

                      
                        Ultramarine blue
                      












      
        ST TROPEZ

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  26175€
261,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 261,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.25kg","Dimension":"55cm  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	2 zippered mesh divider

","Exterior":"	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Address holder
	Integrated top handle
	Light multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA combination lock","content":"No more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028935/original/delsey-turenne-00162180104-05.jpg"},{"title":"Just 2 kg (less than 4 lbs)!","content":"TURENNE offers the perfect combination of toughness and lightness. This exceptionally light weight has been achieved through a very careful selection of components. Take all your belongings with you: this hard-shell suitcase will protect them and ensure comfortable travel on all your trips.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028936/original/delsey-turenne-00162180104-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"TURENNE has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028937/original/delsey-turenne-00162180104-13.jpg"},{"title":"A well thought-out interior ","content":"Designed with the organised traveller in mind, this suitcase is equipped with a functional, practical interior featuring a laundry bag, shoe bag and two zipped compartments.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028938/original/delsey-turenne-00162180104-15.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1001:Cabin luggage","1023:Super light","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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                        Gold
                      

                      
                        Black
                      

                      
                        Light grey
                      

                      
                        Silver
                      

                      
                        Night blue
                      


+3












      
        TURENNE

          CARRY-ON


          
            S (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  26175€
261,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 261,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2,90kg","Dimension":"55cm Slim  : 55 x 40 x 20","Volume":"36 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYPROPYLENE","Interior":"	Fully lined polyester 150D
	1 flying pocket
	One set of straps and one zippered divider
	Mesh zippered compartment

","Exterior":"	Secured TSA frame opening
	Recessed top handle
	Integrated side handle
	Top and bottom locks
	Centralized combination lock with TSA
	Side protection feet
	Address holder
	External multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"This case has a central framework fastening with a 3-digit combination plus TSA, and 2 lateral fastenings for optimal security. No more suitcases being damaged by customs! TSA combination locks let you secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the US Transportation Security Administration (TSA) at airports to check your luggage without damaging it, using a special key. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/845f516d-b067-4588-9b7a-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362-05.jpg"},{"title":"Strong and water-resistant ","content":"MONCEY is the most rigid case by DELSEY. Its 100% polypropylene shell, the most resistant material, will keep your belongings protected from potential shocks. The shell and its fastenings are water-resistant, providing the case with optimal protection in case of rain. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2dcbf6a7-c42b-4efd-8b23-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"MONCEY has 4 double wheels which are very easy to manoeuvre and quiet. They have been specially designed to help you move wherever you see fit and to negotiate airports, streets and hotels while on holiday.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/15b24d3a-a240-43ff-bd67-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362-07.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior","content":"This suitcase features two separate compartments, one fitted with a set of straps and the other with a zipped mesh divider to keep your belongings properly organised and separate. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b5315aa6-0ee0-4388-bbed-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials"]
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+3















      
        MONCEY

          CARRY-ON


          
            S slim (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  14175€
141,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 141,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1,14kg","Dimension":"39cm PC protection : 39 x 35 x 17 / 0","Volume":"0 L","Material":"RECYCLED PU","Interior":"	1 computer protection compartment
	Peach touch
	Recycled lining
	1 flat pocket
	2 mesh pockets
	Extra doctor opening
	Anti RFID pocket divider
	Warranty QR code plate

","Exterior":"	Two large front pockets
	Top handle
	Soft-touch surface
	Water resistant zippered opening
	Reinforced ergonomic back protection
	Side flat pocket
	Side mesh pocket
	Backpack comfortable straps
	Trolley system compatible

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ITS INNOVATIVE DESIGN HAS BEEN RECOGNISED BY RED DOT","content":"The water-resistant material and ingenious features make it an everyday essential. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/1951d54d-44aa-4d2e-bacd-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162161022-05.jpg"},{"title":"INTELLIGENT SECURE FASTENING","content":"The design of the fastening system is unique. You simply attach the hoop with the carabiner to the second hoop. Moreover, it is made of water resistant material: it has everything you need to protect your personal belongings. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a73ad081-19cb-4fc7-9715-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162161022-07.jpg"},{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING","content":"The inner lining is made of rPET; a completely recycled material! The SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.\n*SILVADUR™ is a trademark of International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc. or its affiliates.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/4e9e45e9-5a4b-400c-93c0-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162161022-10.jpg"},{"title":"FEATURES DESIGNED WITH YOUR COMFORT IN MIND","content":"For continual comfort, the backpack's straps and rear section are made from a 3D mesh foam to provide optimal comfort and prevent the build up of sweat.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/76a6004d-98d0-48fb-9ab1-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162161022-11.jpg"},{"title":"COMPATIBLE WITH THE TROLLEY SYSTEM","content":"A loop located on the back of the bag enables it to be placed on top of the suitcase trolley without risk of it falling off. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5a2d24bf-1707-47a5-8a9e-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162161022-18.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1064:Limited 2-Year Warranty","1004:TROLLEY system compatible","1084:Laptop and tablet compartment","1065:Data protection RFID","1075:Bottle pocket","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials"]
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+2












      
        TURENNE

          BAG


          
            BackPack (PC Protection 14")

          



        
          
            Sale price  12675€
126,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 126,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,10kg","Dimension":"55cm : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYPROPYLENE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"This Moncey hard shell case has 3 TSA combination locks, enabling you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9dc01c8c-1aff-4762-99a7-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480162MR-05.jpg"},{"title":"ROBUST, DURABLE AND WATER REPELLENT","content":"The shell of the Moncey case is made from 100% recycled and recyclable polypropylene, a hard-wearing material that protects your belongings! The exterior of the case is water-repellent for better protection in the rain.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8fc9f9ec-04e9-4da8-8bab-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480162MR-06.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/ecda04d3-43e7-4a65-9abe-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480162MR-07.jpg"},{"title":"SMART INTERIOR ","content":"These suitcases feature two separate compartments, one fitted with a set of straps and the other with a zipped mesh divider.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/95ef85c1-611b-47ae-a1b1-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480162MR-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1001:Cabin luggage","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials"]
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+3












      
        MONCEY

          Cabin suitcase


          
            S (55cm) recycled material

          



        
          
            Sale price  14925€
149,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 149,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.10kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"40 L","Material":"600 DENIER POLYESTER","Interior":"	Lined zippered compartment
	Inside address-holder
	Fastening straps in main compartment
	1 set of straps
	2 zippered pockets
	1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	One large front pocket
	Reinforced injection-moulded plastic corners
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	Expandable 4cm for extra capacity
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Bottom handle
	Top handle
	Side handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. The lock is located on the top of the luggage to make it easier for you to open and close your suitcase. Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3e37c28d-f67e-4854-9885-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225680100-05.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"BROCHANT 2.0 has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/4d98ac91-f0a6-4a6b-ae21-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225680100-09.jpg"},{"title":"An efficiently filled cabin bag \n","content":"Go on a weekend with peace of mind with your BROCHANT 2.0 cabin bag. It offers you ideal storage capacity for trips of a few days thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5294ee30-4b80-4454-bb26-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225680100-11.jpg"},{"title":"A universal suitcase \n","content":"With the slimline BROCHANT 2.0 suitcase, you'll be fully compliant with the cabin baggage size allowances of many airlines, which stipulate a length + width + height total of no more than 115 cm (excluding handles, pockets and wheels).\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/00c70a67-fe77-41a0-846b-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225680100-17.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander \n","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the  BROCHANT 2.0  expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/ad08be91-9d14-4012-875c-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225680100-06.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1003:Expandable ","1023:Super light","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1020:Teflon® coating"]
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                        Black
                      













      
        BROCHANT 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  17175€
171,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 171,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,85kg","Dimension":"73cm Trunk : 73 x 37 x 38 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"87 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Recycled lining
	3 zippered pockets
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":""}
    


    
      [{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING","content":"The inner lining is made of rPET; a completely recycled material! The SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.\n*SILVADUR™ is a trademark of International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc. or its affiliates.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5128279b-f9c3-4369-be20-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162181811-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique fastening system provides optimal security for your luggage.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fb223e3c-f0ee-4708-8c29-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162181811-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE","content":" The interior of the suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches included can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8a8d8653-34ef-418d-8a75-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162181811-07.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key defining features of this luggage. Its innovative \"trunk\" format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll along wherever you go. This luggage is perfectly suited to travelling by car or train.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/14c959ac-276d-431b-b1ad-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162181811-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1092:Shoes bag","1030:Recycled materials","1023:Super light","1055:Double wheels"]
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                        Peony
                      

                      
                        Night blue
                      

                      
                        Black
                      














      
        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            L Trunk (73cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  32175€
321,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 321,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"11,80kg","Dimension":"
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"110 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      []
    


    
      
    

  


  

                
                  
                    
                  
                  Add to cart
                
              

    
      
        
              
              -25%
            



        
              
              
                
              

            

            









                      
                        Navy
                      

                      
                        Platinum
                      

                      
                        Light pink
                      













      
        ST TROPEZ

          Checkin suitcase


          
            SET 3 SUITCASES (L-77CM), (M-67CM) & (S SLIM-55CM)

          



        
          
            Sale price  78675€
786,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 786,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.81kg","Dimension":"55cm business  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Front business cpt 14\" (cable pocket + mesh pocket + fabric pocket)
	PC and tablet protection compartment
	One set of straps and two zippered dividers
	Peach touch
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Split opening with front business pocket
	USB Port
	Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Integrated top handle
	Light multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech opening: ZST 1
	2 TSA combination locks

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1092:Shoes bag","1036:Outside pocket","1069:Double lock","1011:PC Protection","1103:USB PORT","1001:Cabin luggage","1028:ZIP SECURI TECH"]
    

  


  

                
                  
                    
                  
                  Add to cart
                
              

    
      
        
              
              -25%
            



        
              
              
                
              

            

            









                      
                        Silver
                      

                      
                        Black
                      

                      
                        Peony
                      













      
        TURENNE

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Business (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  28425€
284,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 284,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2,90kg","Dimension":"55cm Slim : 55 x 40 x 20","Volume":"36 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYPROPYLENE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"This Moncey hard shell case has 3 TSA combination locks, enabling you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/54fd0aeb-c8cc-4972-916d-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362MR-05.jpg"},{"title":"ROBUST, DURABLE AND WATER REPELLENT","content":"The shell of the Moncey case is made from 100% recycled and recyclable polypropylene, a hard-wearing material that protects your belongings! The exterior of the case is water-repellent for better protection in the rain.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/06a9d9f4-ff26-42b8-8b2d-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362MR-06.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/ba0e609a-9aff-470d-97b6-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362MR-07.jpg"},{"title":"SMART INTERIOR ","content":"These suitcases feature two separate compartments, one fitted with a set of straps and the other with a zipped mesh divider.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6cac9e87-1573-4e28-b3aa-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384480362MR-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials"]
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                        Black
                      

                      
                        Green
                      

                      
                        Purple
                      

                      
                        Angora
                      

                      
                        Pink
                      


+3












      
        MONCEY

          Cabin suitcase


          
            S Slim (55cm) recycled material

          



        
          
            Sale price  14175€
141,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 141,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3.10kg","Dimension":"55cm slim  : 55 x 40 x 20","Volume":"35 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	50 / 50 construction
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket
	Elastic pocket
	1 mesh pocket
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Interlocking sliders
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	4 silent double wheels
	Warranty QR code plate
	Integrated top handle
	Integrated side handle
	Anti scratch finishing
	2 stops trolley system
	Bottom handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA combination lock\n","content":"\nThis luggage is equipped with a TSA-accepted lock for added security when travelling by plane. This enables you to securely lock your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/1743a829-9a09-4eec-af50-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780312-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"ST TROPEZ has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/16271b7e-493d-483c-b855-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780312-08.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior\n","content":"Packing your case has never been easier! The clever storage features mean you can stay beautifully organised. The suitcase has several compartments and pockets to make your belongings more easily accessible. Thanks to the detachable and washable lining, you no longer need to worry about removing the inside of your case. Simply wash the lining at 30°C: ST TROPEZ  will be clean and ready for a new journey.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e22e9d19-ad05-41d2-92ad-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780312-10.jpg"},{"title":"An efficiently filled cabin bag \n","content":"Go on a weekend with peace of mind with your cabin bag. It offers you ideal storage capacity for trips of a few days thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/61d01e04-ace5-441d-b66a-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780312-14.jpg"},{"title":"Elegant finishings \n","content":"The ST TROPEZ suitcase is elegant to the smallest detail, with vegan leather finishings and visible stitching. Whether you are going on holiday just a stone's throw away or travelling abroad, journey in style and in complete security!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/1297c4a4-5b40-4d34-888d-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208780312-16.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1062:Removable and washable lining","1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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                        Navy
                      

                      
                        Platinum
                      

                      
                        Black
                      

                      
                        Ultramarine blue
                      












      
        ST TROPEZ

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Slim (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  26175€
261,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 261,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1,61kg","Dimension":"35cm  : 35 x 55 x 24","Volume":"0 L","Material":"PVC","Interior":"	PC and tablet protection compartment
	Peach touch
	Recycled lining
	Shoe pockets
	Anti RFID pocket divider
	Warranty QR code plate

","Exterior":"	One large front pocket
	Webbing carrying top handle
	Water-repellant
	ZST 9mm
	Side flat pocket
	Side mesh pocket
	Back zippered pocket
	Bottom pocket for shoe and laundry
	Comfortable and removable shoulder strap
	Trolley system compatible

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ITS INNOVATIVE DESIGN HAS BEEN RECOGNISED BY RED DOT","content":"The water-resistant material and ingenious features make it an everyday essential. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/81f7ce28-2a3a-4b7e-9082-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162141009-07.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"The SECURITECH® patented zip protects your belongings with reinforced security. Its unique fastening system is 3 times stronger than a traditional fastening system and can prevent your luggage from being broken into via the zip! ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/61975666-1bbf-401b-a117-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162141009-09.jpg"},{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING","content":"The inner lining is made of rPET; a completely recycled material! The SILVADUR™* antimicrobial technology it's treated with, inhibits the growth of bacteria.\n*SILVADUR™ is a trademark of International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc. or its affiliates.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/23df934c-21cb-4f65-9962-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162141009-10.jpg"},{"title":"CLEVERLY DESIGNED FEATURES","content":"This travel bag has a large main compartment where there are two foamed pockets for tablet and laptop. This bag also has a shoe or laundry pocket directly accessible from the outside.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/bc1589e1-f03b-4d2e-b6b0-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162141009-18.jpg"},{"title":"COMPATIBLE WITH THE TROLLEY SYSTEM","content":"A loop located on the back of the bag enables it to be placed on top of the suitcase trolley without risk of it falling off. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/88d4d76a-9e18-40f1-ab91-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162141009-20.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1004:TROLLEY system compatible","1084:Laptop and tablet compartment","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1027:Shoulder carrying","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials","1028:ZIP SECURI TECH"]
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                        Brick
                      

                      
                        Blue grey
                      

                      
                        Beige
                      

                      
                        Green
                      

                      
                        Night blue
                      

+2











      
        TURENNE

          BAG


          
            Duffle Bag (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  14925€
149,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 149,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1.85kg","Dimension":"55cm slim expandable  : 55 x 40 x 20","Volume":"44 L","Material":"600 DENIER POLYESTER","Interior":"	Lined zippered compartment
	Inside address-holder
	Fastening straps in main compartment
	2 zippered pockets
	Fastening straps
	1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	One large front pocket
	Reinforced injection-moulded plastic corners
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	2 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Front zippered pocket
	Bottom handle
	Top handle
	Side handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA combination lock\n","content":"This luggage is equipped with a TSA combination lock for added security when travelling by plane. This enables you to securely lock your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/08da7da1-f187-4c68-9ec5-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225672300-05.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"The slimline double-wheeled BROCHANT 2.0 suitcase is perfect for short breaks or weekends away. Its ultra-light construction and internal volume make it the ideal suitcase for short trips of a few days. With its TEFLON® finish, your luggage will be protected from stains and spillages. All that's left for you to do is choose your next travel destination!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/ab04c892-d44c-4ef1-b831-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225672300-07.jpg"},{"title":"A universal suitcase \n","content":"With the slimline BROCHANT 2.0 suitcase, you'll be fully compliant with the cabin baggage size allowances of many airlines, which stipulate a length + width + height total of no more than 115 cm (excluding handles, pockets and wheels).\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/49c3ee9d-c780-42ea-a994-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225672300-09.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1003:Expandable ","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1023:Super light","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1020:Teflon® coating"]
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              -25%
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                        Blue
                      













      
        BROCHANT 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S slim expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  17175€
171,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 171,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3.30kg","Dimension":"70cm  : 70 x 47 x 29","Volume":"81 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	2 zippered mesh divider

","Exterior":"	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Address holder
	Integrated top handle
	Light multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"Ultra-secure luggage with the original anti-theft zip","content":"Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel. No more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028987/original/delsey-turenne-00162182004-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-light, tough and hard-wearing","content":"TURENNE offers the perfect combination of toughness and lightness. This exceptionally light weight has been achieved through a very careful selection of components. Take all your belongings with you: this hard-shell suitcase will protect them and ensure comfortable travel on all your trips.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028988/original/delsey-turenne-00162182004-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"TURENNE has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028989/original/delsey-turenne-00162182004-13.jpg"},{"title":"A well thought-out interior ","content":"Designed with the organised traveller in mind, this suitcase is equipped with a functional, practical interior featuring a laundry bag, shoe bag and two zipped compartments.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0028990/original/delsey-turenne-00162182004-15.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1023:Super light","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1092:Shoes bag","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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                        Light grey
                      

                      
                        Silver
                      

                      
                        Night blue
                      

                      
                        Peony
                      


+3










      
        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            M (70cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  29925€
299,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 299,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,30kg","Dimension":"69cm : 69 x 47 x 28","Volume":"73 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYPROPYLENE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"This Moncey hard shell case has 3 TSA combination locks, enabling you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/4f62d3ac-3736-43ea-867d-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384482062MR-05.jpg"},{"title":"ROBUST, DURABLE AND WATER REPELLENT","content":"The shell of the Moncey case is made from 100% recycled and recyclable polypropylene, a hard-wearing material that protects your belongings! The exterior of the case is water-repellent for better protection in the rain.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/920e324f-0ff0-45da-a0cf-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384482062MR-06.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7480d74f-9225-475b-af88-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384482062MR-07.jpg"},{"title":"SMART INTERIOR ","content":"These suitcases feature two separate compartments, one fitted with a set of straps and the other with a zipped mesh divider.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e1b23507-9bbb-4fd9-a585-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384482062MR-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials"]
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                        Green
                      

                      
                        Purple
                      

                      
                        Angora
                      

                      
                        Pink
                      

                      
                        Navy blue
                      


+3










      
        MONCEY

          Checkin suitcase


          
            M (69cm) recycled material

          



        
          
            Sale price  16425€
164,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 164,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"0.72kg","Dimension":"42cm  : 42 x 34 x 18","Volume":"24 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYESTER","Interior":"	Front compartment: organizer, lose pocket, zippered pocket
	Anti RFID pocket
	PC and tablet protection compartment
	Warranty QR code plate
	Recycled lining

","Exterior":"	Trolley system compatible
	Zippered opening
	Backpack comfortable straps
	Recycled material
	2 front zippered pockets
	Top handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A backpack made from recycled material","content":"The material these backpacks are made from is rPET, a plastic produced from entirely recycled water bottles. Start travelling in a greener and more environmentally friendly way today with the LEGERE 2.0 range from DELSEY PARIS.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/40c2fbe2-aa21-4e8a-80bc-front/original/delsey-legere-00372760022-05.jpg"},{"title":"A multitude of pockets to help keep you organised","content":"The special feature of the LEGERE 2.0 range is the large number of pockets the backpacks offer: one at the front, two on the sides, and an interior compartment fitted with a padded pocket for a 15.6\" laptop or an organiser. Organise your items and belongings just the way you like on all your trips and journeys. The top handles on these backpacks make them easy to carry by hand whenever you choose.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8bef5f1e-35d4-4190-bfed-front/original/delsey-legere-00372760022-06.jpg"},{"title":"ANTI-RFID POCKET","content":"This backpack features a built-in anti-RFID (Radio Frequencey Identification) pocket designed to prevent theft of your personal electronic data. The perfect place to store your phone and debit/credit cards! ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8a700ec8-d423-461f-a4ea-front/original/delsey-legere-00372760022-07.jpg"},{"title":"OPTIMAL COMFORT","content":"The straps are covered in 3D mesh foam for optimal comfort and to help prevent the build up of sweat. You'll wonder how you ever got by without one!","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e6e8425d-4f96-4f35-a03a-front/original/delsey-legere-00372760022-08.jpg"},{"title":"COMPATIBLE WITH THE TROLLEY SYSTEM ","content":"On the rear of the backpack is a strap enabling it to be connected to your luggage's trolley system: just the ticket for when you don't feel like wearing it on your back. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f3149526-ba65-4af3-8d3a-front/original/delsey-legere-00372760022-09.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1064:Limited 2-Year Warranty","1004:TROLLEY system compatible","1011:PC Protection","1093:Smart-fittings backpack ","1030:Recycled materials","1065:Data protection RFID"]
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                        Black
                      

                      
                        Purple
                      

                      
                        Pink
                      

                      
                        Navy blue
                      












      
        LEGERE 2.0

          BAG


          
            Backpack (PC Protection 15.6")

          



        
          
            Sale price  8925€
89,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 89,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1.90kg","Dimension":"55cm slim  : 55 x 40 x 20","Volume":"36 L","Material":"600 DENIER POLYESTER","Interior":"	Lined zippered compartment
	One lateral zippered pocket
	1 set of straps
	1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	One large front pocket
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Bottom handle
	Top handle
	Side handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA combination lock\n","content":"This luggage is equipped with a TSA combination lock for added security when travelling by plane. This enables you to securely lock your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d6448fa1-d38d-438c-9ab6-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225680300-05.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"BROCHANT 2.0 has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/66999b60-b247-4d0d-8bc9-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225680300-09.jpg"},{"title":"An efficiently filled cabin bag \n","content":"Go on a weekend with peace of mind with your BROCHANT 2.0 cabin bag. It offers you ideal storage capacity for trips of a few days thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c34df155-8239-4809-aa20-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225680300-11.jpg"},{"title":"A universal suitcase \n","content":"With the slimline BROCHANT 2.0 suitcase, you'll be fully compliant with the cabin baggage size allowances of many airlines, which stipulate a length + width + height total of no more than 115 cm (excluding handles, pockets and wheels).\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5640781d-ee60-415b-b855-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225680300-06.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1023:Super light","1020:Teflon® coating"]
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                        Black
                      











      
        BROCHANT 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S slim (55cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  17175€
171,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 171,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.15kg","Dimension":"67cm expandable  : 67 x 44 x 28","Volume":"77 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	50 / 50 construction
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket
	Elastic pocket
	1 mesh pocket
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Interlocking sliders
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	4 silent double wheels
	Expandability on main compartment
	Warranty QR code plate
	Integrated top handle
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	2 stops trolley system
	Bottom handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA-accepted lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. The lock is located on the top of the luggage to make it easier for you to open and close your suitcase. Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/00e3c258-afa5-48d9-a521-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208782012-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"ST TROPEZ has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/73bb4287-1e9b-45d6-a0c2-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208782012-08.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior\n","content":"Packing your case has never been easier! The clever storage features mean you can stay beautifully organised. The suitcase has several compartments and pockets to make your belongings more easily accessible. Thanks to the detachable and washable lining, you no longer need to worry about removing the inside of your case. Simply wash the lining at 30°C: ST TROPEZ  will be clean and ready for a new journey.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/57bfdca5-7ec6-4f3d-a5a8-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208782012-10.jpg"},{"title":"A great suitcase to transport everything\n","content":"A trip of two weeks or more coming up? The large ST TROPEZ suitcase offers you ideal storage capacity for your longer trips thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a2c8af44-d2b7-4624-82f6-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208782012-12.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander \n","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the  ST TROPEZ expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b76d0c91-17d9-4177-aef1-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208782012-14.jpg"},{"title":"Elegant finishings \n","content":"The ST TROPEZ suitcase is elegant to the smallest detail, with vegan leather finishings and visible stitching. Whether you are going on holiday just a stone's throw away or travelling abroad, journey in style and in complete security!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/85cadd6a-6ff2-4ed9-b7f5-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208782012-16.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1108:Dual density wheels","1003:Expandable ","1062:Removable and washable lining","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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                        Platinum
                      

                      
                        Pink
                      

                      
                        Black
                      










      
        ST TROPEZ

          SUITCASE


          
            M (67cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  29925€
299,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 299,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3.79kg","Dimension":"75cm  : 75 x 48 x 29","Volume":"90 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	2 zippered mesh divider

","Exterior":"	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Address holder
	Integrated top handle
	Light multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"An ultra-secure piece of luggage","content":"Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel. And no more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029016/original/delsey-turenne-00162182104-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-light, tough and hard-wearing","content":"TURENNE offers the perfect combination of toughness and lightness. This exceptionally light weight has been achieved through a very careful selection of components. Take all your belongings with you: this hard-shell suitcase will protect them and ensure comfortable travel on all your trips.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029017/original/delsey-turenne-00162182104-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"TURENNE has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029018/original/delsey-turenne-00162182104-13.jpg"},{"title":"A well thought-out interior ","content":"Designed with the organised traveller in mind, this suitcase is equipped with a functional, practical interior featuring a laundry bag, shoe bag and two zipped compartments.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029019/original/delsey-turenne-00162182104-15.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1023:Super light","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1092:Shoes bag","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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                        Silver
                      

                      
                        Night blue
                      


+3










      
        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            M (75cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  32175€
321,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 321,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.55kg","Dimension":"67cm expandable  : 67 x 42 x 28","Volume":"67 L","Material":"600 DENIER POLYESTER","Interior":"	Lined zippered compartment
	Inside address-holder
	1 set of straps
	2 zippered pockets
	1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	One large front pocket
	Reinforced injection-moulded plastic corners
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	Expandable 4cm for extra capacity
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Bottom handle
	Top handle
	Side handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. The lock is located on the top of the luggage to make it easier for you to open and close your suitcase. Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8074d6bf-21c4-412b-b9a6-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225681000-05.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"BROCHANT 2.0 has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3b4af74c-8816-40f1-8c0c-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225681000-09.jpg"},{"title":"More volume with your medium sized suitcase\n","content":"Going away for a week or more? The medium size BROCHANT 2.0 suitcase offers you ideal storage capacity for your trips thanks to its great interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9f560787-7feb-48f8-a4a0-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225681000-11.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander \n","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the  BROCHANT 2.0  expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/acb38478-c544-4887-888a-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225681000-17.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1003:Expandable ","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1023:Super light","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1020:Teflon® coating"]
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                        Black
                      









      
        BROCHANT 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            M expandable (67cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  19425€
194,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 194,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.10kg","Dimension":"82cm  : 82 x 53 x 29","Volume":"110 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	2 zippered mesh divider

","Exterior":"	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Address holder
	Integrated top handle
	Light multi position Trolley system
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"An ultra-secure piece of luggage","content":"Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel. And no more customs damaged luggage! The TSA combination lock allows you to secure your luggage with your personal code, while letting the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) check your luggage without damaging it by means of a specific key.         ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029021/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-08.jpg"},{"title":"Ultra-light, tough and hard-wearing","content":"TURENNE offers the perfect combination of toughness and lightness. This exceptionally light weight has been achieved through a very careful selection of components. Take all your belongings with you: this hard-shell suitcase will protect them and ensure comfortable travel on all your trips.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029022/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-10.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you","content":"TURENNE has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029023/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-13.jpg"},{"title":"A well thought-out interior ","content":"Designed with the organised traveller in mind, this suitcase is equipped with a functional, practical interior featuring a laundry bag, shoe bag and two zipped compartments.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0029024/original/delsey-turenne-00162183004-15.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1023:Super light","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1055:Double wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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+3













      
        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            L (82cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  33675€
336,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 336,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,90kg","Dimension":"76cm : 76 x 52 x 30","Volume":"97 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYPROPYLENE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"This Moncey hard shell case has 3 TSA combination locks, enabling you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c4ec59be-7ef5-4be3-8deb-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384482162MR-05.jpg"},{"title":"ROBUST, DURABLE AND WATER REPELLENT","content":"The shell of the Moncey case is made from 100% recycled and recyclable polypropylene, a hard-wearing material that protects your belongings! The exterior of the case is water-repellent for better protection in the rain.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/57921320-ee56-4ca1-b8a0-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384482162MR-06.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/4a3ec8a6-aa4b-4ceb-adac-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384482162MR-07.jpg"},{"title":"SMART INTERIOR ","content":"These suitcases feature two separate compartments, one fitted with a set of straps and the other with a zipped mesh divider.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e4ef1b77-d09e-431b-856b-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384482162MR-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1037:158 cm max","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials"]
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+3










      
        MONCEY

          Checkin suitcase


          
            L (76cm) recycled material

          



        
          
            Sale price  17925€
179,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 179,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,02kg","Dimension":"80cm Trunk : 80 x 36 x 37 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"91 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Recycled lining
	3 zippered pockets
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":""}
    


    
      [{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING","content":"The inner lining is made of rPET; a completely recycled material! The SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.\n*SILVADUR™ is a trademark of International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc. or its affiliates.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/43964a33-7ba9-4a66-a4a5-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162182811-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique fastening system provides optimal security for your luggage.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9efacd66-4807-42c6-935a-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162182811-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE","content":" The interior of the suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches included can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/235927bd-9162-4b98-b8ef-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162182811-07.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key defining features of this luggage. Its innovative \"trunk\" format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll along wherever you go. This luggage is perfectly suited to travelling by car or train.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/683fe981-1922-4c3b-bf29-front/original/delsey-turenne-00162182811-13.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1092:Shoes bag","1030:Recycled materials","1023:Super light","1055:Double wheels"]
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        TURENNE

          SUITCASE


          
            XL Trunk (80cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  33675€
336,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 336,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.90kg","Dimension":"78cm expandable  : 78 x 49 x 30","Volume":"106 L","Material":"600 DENIER POLYESTER","Interior":"	Lined zippered compartment
	Inside address-holder
	1 set of straps
	2 zippered pockets
	1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	One large front pocket
	Reinforced injection-moulded plastic corners
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Main compartment with interlocking sliders
	Expandable 4cm for extra capacity
	4 Double wheels for better rotation and stability
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Bottom handle
	Top handle
	Side handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. The lock is located on the top of the luggage to make it easier for you to open and close your suitcase. Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/caab010c-6a19-4cf4-a333-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225682100-05.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"BROCHANT 2.0 has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/109a5b15-5e54-4267-906f-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225682100-09.jpg"},{"title":"A great suitcase to transport everything\n","content":"A trip of two weeks or more coming up? The large BROCHANT 2.0 suitcase offers you ideal storage capacity for your longer trips thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8b4529ef-07ef-4a07-b7c9-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225682100-11.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander \n","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the  BROCHANT 2.0  expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7dd09041-d0cd-4f4a-b11a-front/original/delsey-brochant-00225682100-17.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1003:Expandable ","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1023:Super light","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1037:158 cm max","1020:Teflon® coating"]
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        BROCHANT 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            L expandable (78cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  20925€
209,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 209,25€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.85kg","Dimension":"76,50cm expandable  : 76 x 49 x 31","Volume":"110 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	50 / 50 construction
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket
	Elastic pocket
	1 mesh pocket
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Interlocking sliders
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	4 silent double wheels
	Expandability on main compartment
	Warranty QR code plate
	Integrated top handle
	Integrated side handle
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	2 stops trolley system
	Bottom handle

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA-accepted lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and at the same time allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. The lock is located on the top of the luggage to make it easier for you to open and close your suitcase. Your luggage is equipped with DELSEY's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closing system is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zipper and offers optimal security for your luggage. The pullers are also reinforced, up to 3 times stronger than standard drawbars. The original anti-theft zip is your best ally for safe travel.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b5013421-1bc3-4b79-a24f-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-06.jpg"},{"title":"Your suitcase moves with you\n","content":"ST TROPEZ has 4 double very manoeuvrable and silent wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to reduce the weight of the case. Travelling around the world and travelling through airports is a pleasure thanks to its rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b4fd61ff-60b1-40fc-8c50-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-08.jpg"},{"title":"A well-designed interior\n","content":"Packing your case has never been easier! The clever storage features mean you can stay beautifully organised. The suitcase has several compartments and pockets to make your belongings more easily accessible. Thanks to the detachable and washable lining, you no longer need to worry about removing the inside of your case. Simply wash the lining at 30°C: ST TROPEZ  will be clean and ready for a new journey.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e92affab-67ed-418b-ae34-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-10.jpg"},{"title":"A great suitcase to transport everything\n","content":"A trip of two weeks or more coming up? The large ST TROPEZ suitcase offers you ideal storage capacity for your longer trips thanks to its very welcome interior volume.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5bfe30a4-5c5e-4b61-a216-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-12.jpg"},{"title":"Customised luggage size thanks to the expander \n","content":"No fears about not closing your suitcase! Adapting your luggage to your needs is a breeze thanks to the  ST TROPEZ expander. Open it to store even more belongings. Ideal for holiday returns with those extra purchases.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/ef7729fd-b8ba-45aa-84a2-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-14.jpg"},{"title":"Elegant finishings \n","content":"The ST TROPEZ suitcase is elegant to the smallest detail, with vegan leather finishings and visible stitching. Whether you are going on holiday just a stone's throw away or travelling abroad, journey in style and in complete security!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8dc6be23-c799-45da-b079-front/original/delsey-st-tropez-00208783012-16.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1108:Dual density wheels","1037:158 cm max","1003:Expandable ","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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        ST TROPEZ

          SUITCASE


          
            L (76cm)

          



        
          
            Sale price  33675€
336,75€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 336,75€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5,50kg","Dimension":"82cm : 82 x 53 x 33","Volume":"117 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYPROPYLENE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"This Moncey hard shell case has 3 TSA combination locks, enabling you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/24d5bf0e-e3c4-4195-9fd4-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384483062MR-05.jpg"},{"title":"ROBUST, DURABLE AND WATER REPELLENT","content":"The shell of the Moncey case is made from 100% recycled and recyclable polypropylene, a hard-wearing material that protects your belongings! The exterior of the case is water-repellent for better protection in the rain.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d08bb43e-5160-46a9-b9c7-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384483062MR-06.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d6861f0f-f427-4f44-8898-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384483062MR-07.jpg"},{"title":"SMART INTERIOR ","content":"These suitcases feature two separate compartments, one fitted with a set of straps and the other with a zipped mesh divider.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9b9ea19f-74a5-4198-ab43-front/original/delsey-moncey-00384483062MR-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1055:Double wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1038:Rainproof","1030:Recycled materials"]
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                        Black
                      

                      
                        Green
                      

                      
                        Purple
                      

                      
                        Angora
                      

                      
                        Navy blue
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        MONCEY

          Checkin suitcase


          
            XL (82cm) recycled material

          



        
          
            Sale price  19425€
194,25€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 194,25€
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NEW
THE TURENNE SOFT ROLLTOP
With its minimalist, contemporary design, water-repellent fabric and clever closure that allows you to adjust the capacity, the rolltop backpack from the Turenne Soft collection is the ideal everyday companion.Available in a wide selection of colors, it suits all styles and occasions!


            DISCOVER
          only on delsey.com
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                        CHATELET AIR 2.0
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                        DELSEY ICON
                        

                        REMPART
                        

                        Discover
                        

                



            
               
               
               
               

                      
          
                    
                      
                    
                        
                    


                    
                        DELSEY ICON
                        

                        SHADOW 5.0
                        

                        Discover
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                    Discover our collection
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      {"Weight":"3,43kg","Dimension":"55cm : 55 x 34 x 25 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"40 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"PEUGEOT VOYAGES DESIGN","content":"An ingenious, streamlined design with sporty lines, designed to ensure complete freedom of movement.  The technologically-robust materials and leather accents make this luggage both durable and elegant.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2efbd59e-9ef8-4da0-8bac-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100680157-05.jpg"},{"title":"SECURE FRAME FORMAT","content":"The frame system is similar to the ritual opening of trunk-style luggage. To ensure maximum security, it is equipped with 2 TSA code locks, each with its own code. The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/18205d0a-f805-4a90-bba8-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100680157-06.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS EXTERIOR","content":"The design of the case has been thought out to make it ingenious and practical. The luggage has a USB port on the top of the case to plug in your phone. The external battery fits into a special inner pocket. The handles have an anti-microbial treatment which inhibits the growth of bacteria. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8a75e142-92c4-49cc-b2f3-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100680157-07.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS INTERIOR","content":"The interior has a set of straps and a divider for optimal organisation. In addition, the inner lining is made of rPET, a completely recycled material! The antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a770d58b-4fa5-4ec8-a47c-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100680157-08.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The cabin case features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f7595260-6fda-4637-af46-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100680157-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1068:Slim frame","1103:USB PORT","1108:Dual density wheels","1030:Recycled materials","1038:Rainproof","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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                        Storm grey
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                        Silver
                      











      
        PEUGEOT VOYAGES

          Cabin suitcase


          
            S (55cm)

          



        
          
              49900€
499,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 499,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5,07kg","Dimension":"73cm Trunk : 73 x 42 x 36 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"89 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised and pleasant handling."}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1068:Slim frame","1030:Recycled materials","1108:Dual density wheels","1038:Rainproof","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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        PEUGEOT VOYAGES

          Checkin suitcase


          
            L Trunk (73cm)

          



        
          
              54900€
549,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 549,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5,60kg","Dimension":"80cm Trunk : 80 x 42 x 36 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"97 L","Material":"POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"PEUGEOT VOYAGES DESIGN","content":"An ingenious, streamlined design with sporty lines, designed to ensure complete freedom of movement.  The technologically-robust materials and leather accents make this luggage both durable and elegant.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/380bc128-b58d-49a4-a356-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-05.jpg"},{"title":"SECURE FRAME FORMAT","content":"The frame system is similiar to the ritual opening of trunk-style luggage. To ensure maximum security, it is equipped with 2 TSA code locks, each with its own code. This TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a18e255c-8bde-48f5-8212-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-06.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS EXTERIOR","content":"Ergonomics and practicality are the keywords of the trunk format, the suitcase adapts to all types of travel. In addition, the handles have an anti-microbial treatment that inhibits the growth of bacteria. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3f88ccff-24b2-4f7a-9e2c-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-07.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS INTERIOR","content":"The interior is made up of sets of straps and 2 dividers for optimal organisation. In addition, the inner lining is made of rPET, a completely recycled material! The antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e6d12566-30ad-465d-a550-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-08.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Robust and multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised and pleasant agile handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0ff9ce40-0d0f-46b0-9a27-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100682857-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1068:Slim frame","1030:Recycled materials","1108:Dual density wheels","1038:Rainproof","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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                        Red
                      

                      
                        Storm grey
                      

                      
                        Anthracite
                      

                      
                        Silver
                      











      
        PEUGEOT VOYAGES

          Checkin suitcase


          
            XL Trunk (80cm)

          



        
          
              59900€
599,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 599,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,66kg","Dimension":"37cm : 37 x 73 x 38 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"88 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYESTER + POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The travel bad features two double quiet wheels. Robust, they have been specially designed for optimum handling and are suitable for all types of terrain"}]
    


    
      ["1028:ZIP SECURI TECH","1096:TSA combination padlock","1030:Recycled materials","1019:Water repellent material","1065:Data protection RFID","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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                        Army
                      

                      
                        Navy
                      

                      
                        Black
                      












      
        PEUGEOT VOYAGES

          Checkin suitcase


          
            Duffle Bag (73cm)

          



        
          
              44900€
449,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 449,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1,73kg","Dimension":"29cm : 29 x 55 x 32 / 0","Volume":"51 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYESTER + POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"PEUGEOT VOYAGES DESIGN","content":"An ingenious, streamlined design with sporty lines, designed to ensure complete freedom of movement.  The technologically-robust materials and leather accents make this luggage both durable and elegant.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fa469b62-1391-4b28-8208-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100641013-05.jpg"},{"title":"A HYBRID TRAVEL BAG","content":"The travel bag combines a hard case shell with a waterproof coating borrowed from diving bags. The water-repellent material is made from fully recycled plastic bottles. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7edcdfdb-cf9e-494f-b71e-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100641013-06.jpg"},{"title":"ANTI-RFID POCKET","content":"This bag also includes a built-in anti-RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) pocket designed to prevent theft of your personal electronic data, making it the ideal place for carrying cards and phones.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/592ae8e4-080c-4403-ad2b-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100641013-07.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS INTERIOR","content":"The inner lining is made of rPET, a completely recycled material! The antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/37272259-5458-4fc0-aadd-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100641013-08.jpg"},{"title":"SEVERAL WAYS OF CARRYING","content":"The travel bag can be carried in three ways: on the shoulder with the detachable shoulder strap, in the hand or on the back with the multifunctional straps that can be used as a top side handle or as shoulder straps.  ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/747625a5-1192-4963-a2d5-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100641013-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1096:TSA combination padlock","1028:ZIP SECURI TECH","1027:Shoulder carrying","1030:Recycled materials","1019:Water repellent material","1065:Data protection RFID","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty"]
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                        Army
                      

                      
                        Navy
                      

                      
                        Black
                      












      
        PEUGEOT VOYAGES

          DUFFLE


          
            Travel Bag (55cm)

          



        
          
              34900€
349,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 349,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1,39kg","Dimension":"46cm PC protection : 46 x 32 x 20","Volume":"30 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYESTER"}
    


    
      [{"title":"PEUGEOT VOYAGES DESIGN","content":"An ingenious, streamlined design with sporty lines, designed to ensure complete freedom of movement.  The technologically-robust materials and leather accents make this luggage both durable and elegant.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/dd71bd57-1f66-4520-ae25-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100660000-05.jpg"},{"title":"WATER RESISTANT ","content":"The coating of this product has been borrowed from diving bags for ease of use and durability. This fabric is made from fully recycled plastic bottles. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c6f6f6ea-5560-414a-b2c8-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100660000-06.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS EXTERIOR","content":"The design of the backpack has been thought out to make it ingenious and secure. The phone plugs into the USB port on the side and an external battery fits into a pocket provided for this purpose. The computer is stored in the special compartment on the back. This bag includes a built-in anti-RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) pocket designed to prevent theft of your personal electronic data, making it the ideal place to carry your cards and telephone.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/54b28b98-fe94-4c0f-9695-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100660000-07.jpg"},{"title":"INGENIOUS INTERIOR","content":"The backpack offers optimal storage with its large main compartment and numerous other compartments. In addition, the inner lining is made of rPET, a completely recycled material! The antimicrobial technology it's treated with inhibits the growth of bacteria.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b11c479a-874f-4ccc-b2aa-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100660000-08.jpg"},{"title":"COMFORTABLE","content":"For continual comfort, the backpack's straps and rear section are made from a 3D mesh foam to provide optimal comfort and prevent the build up of sweat.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e714cb46-0877-43a8-adad-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100660000-09.jpg"},{"title":"BUNDLE AND ROLL","content":"A smart strip on the back of the bag allows it to be easily slid onto the trolley of the suitcase to bundle and roll the luggage in a single movement. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/df4eb547-b4b9-426d-91ed-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100660000-10.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1004:TROLLEY system compatible","1065:Data protection RFID","1103:USB PORT","1064:Limited 2-Year Warranty","1030:Recycled materials","1019:Water repellent material","1084:Laptop and tablet compartment"]
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                        Army
                      

                      
                        Black
                      

                      
                        Navy
                      












      
        PEUGEOT VOYAGES

          BACK PACK


          
            Back Pack (46cm)

          



        
          
              34900€
349,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 349,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"1,23kg","Dimension":"41cm PC protection : 41 x 36 x 16 / 0","Volume":"24 L","Material":"RECYCLED POLYESTER"}
    


    
      [{"title":"PEUGEOT VOYAGES DESIGN","content":"An ingenious, streamlined design with sporty lines, designed to ensure complete freedom of movement.  The technologically-robust materials and leather accents make this luggage both durable and elegant.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/4f4bf09c-6440-4cc0-8721-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100661017-05.jpg"},{"title":"WATER RESISTANT","content":"The coating of this product has been borrowed from diving bags for ease of use and durability. This fabric is made from fully recycled plastic bottles. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/bc97ffe5-6b03-4b5e-a63e-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100661017-06.jpg"},{"title":"ERGONOMIC FORMAT","content":"The tote format is practical and ergonomic and has many advantages, such as its pockets and its “doctor-style opening” for easy storage of personal effects. The computer is stored inside in the compartment provided. This bag includes a built-in anti-RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) pocket designed to prevent theft of your personal electronic data, making it the ideal place for storing your cards and telephone.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a026c617-3aac-453a-a38b-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100661017-07.jpg"},{"title":"SEVERAL WAYS OF CARRYING","content":"The product is worn on the back with straps made from a 3D mesh foam to provide optimal comfort and prevent the build up of sweat. For tote use, the straps can be detached and stored at the back of the product.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c7dd939b-afad-4d94-bea3-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100661017-08.jpg"},{"title":"BUNDLE AND ROLL","content":"A smart strip on the back of the bag allows it to be easily slid onto the trolley of the suitcase to bundle and roll the luggage in a single movement. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/bbabdc33-04cb-4311-b21e-front/original/delsey-peugeot-voyages-00100661017-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1004:TROLLEY system compatible","1011:PC Protection","1065:Data protection RFID","1030:Recycled materials","1064:Limited 2-Year Warranty","1019:Water repellent material"]
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                        Army
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        PEUGEOT VOYAGES

          BACK PACK


          
            Back Pack (41cm)

          



        
          
              34900€
349,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 349,00€
          

  





                    Discover collection
                


    
                              



      
                Explore new horizons with DELSEY PARIS collaborations
DELSEY PARIS partners with emblematic brands in various universes to offer collections of luggage and accessories and allow travelers to move around in complete freedom and safety. These collaborations celebrate: travel and freedom, innovation and technology but also elegance and French know-how.

              


    





            
               
               
               
               

                      
          
                    
                      
                    
                        
                    


                    
                        DELSEY PARIS
                        

                        AIR FRANCE
                        

                        Discover
                        

                



            
               
               
               
               

                      
          
                    
                      
                    
                        
                    


                    
                        DELSEY PARIS
                        

                        ROLAND GARROS
                        

                        Discover
                        

                














                



THE ICONIC
CHATELET AIR 2.0
Designed for the sophisticated traveler, this collection combines elegance, know-how and innovation to suit all journeys.


            DISCOVER
          


  






            
                    
                        Iconic Collection
                    


                
                    Chatelet Air 2.0
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      {"Weight":"5.38kg","Dimension":"80cm trunk  : 80 x 42 x 36","Volume":"104 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A NEW FORMAT \n","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key features of this luggage. Its innovative format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll wherever you go. Its square shape opens up new possibilities in the way you travel and makes it ideal for car or train journeys.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e475dcaf-7bf9-4ed9-9cc9-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682815-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. Your luggage is equipped with the patented DELSEY PARIS ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closure system is three times more difficult to break into than a conventional zip, thus providing optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c4247840-23dc-446c-b796-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682815-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/06ac73f3-a183-4fdf-9e21-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682815-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its styling evokes the traditional architecture of Paris, and its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesterday whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look. Travel with the peace of mind of knowing that your suitcase can stand up to all kinds of bumps and bangs thanks to its specially reinforced corners!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9cde2d29-1ed6-47ee-8d0e-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682815-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1108:Dual density wheels","1037:158 cm max","1030:Recycled materials","1119:Corners protection"]
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                        Pink
                      

                      
                        Blue
                      

                      
                        Brown
                      

                      
                        Angora
                      












      
        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            Trunk XL (80cm)

          



        
          
              49900€
499,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 499,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5.04kg","Dimension":"76,50cm  : 76 x 52 x 32","Volume":"110 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"DELSEY PARIS, OFFICIALLY LICENCED BY ROLAND-GARROS\n","content":"DELSEY PARIS has created an elegant and sporty limited edition for ROLAND-GARROS with colours that echo the famous tennis tournament, featuring a DELSEY PARIS and ROLAND-GARROS dual-branded logo. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5895566f-d799-41f2-9662-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682135RG-05.jpg"},{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE\n","content":"The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique fastening system provides optimal security for your luggage.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a3d0534a-94d0-4513-b776-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682135RG-06.jpg"},{"title":"A WELL-DESIGNED INTERIOR\n","content":"The interior of the suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. It also has 2 pockets to store shoes and dirty laundry while protecting the rest of the luggage.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/43a5975c-392b-4af7-8289-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682135RG-13.jpg"},{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING\n","content":"The bag's lining is made from recycled materials treated with Dupont's SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology to prevent the build up of bacteria!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/27b62e30-78c7-4060-9538-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682135RG-07.jpg"},{"title":"HANDY AND PRACTICAL\n","content":"The suitcase features four quiet wheels. They have been specially designed for comfortable and responsive handling. Its manufacture has been conceived to make the luggage more portable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7b60c468-ee15-42f2-879d-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682135RG-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1119:Corners protection","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1030:Recycled materials","1037:158 cm max"]
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                        Terracotta
                      













      
        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            L (76cm) Roland−Garros

          



        
          
              50900€
509,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 509,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.93kg","Dimension":"73cm trunk  : 73 x 42 x 35","Volume":"91 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A NEW FORMAT \n","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key features of this luggage. Its innovative format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll wherever you go. Its square shape opens up new possibilities in the way you travel and makes it ideal for car or train journeys.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/89b7bbf8-f745-4178-9151-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681815-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. Your luggage is equipped with the patented DELSEY PARIS ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closure system is three times more difficult to break into than a conventional zip, thus providing optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d98b03da-4fee-4ffa-ad80-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681815-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/efc362cc-0ef5-4435-8bd6-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681815-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its styling evokes the traditional architecture of Paris, and its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesterday whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look. Travel with the peace of mind of knowing that your suitcase can stand up to all kinds of bumps and bangs thanks to its specially reinforced corners!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b69c1825-05c2-4fdd-a313-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681815-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1008:TSA Combination Lock","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1108:Dual density wheels","1030:Recycled materials","1119:Corners protection"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            Trunk L (73cm)

          



        
          
              46900€
469,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 469,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5.04kg","Dimension":"76,50cm  : 76 x 52 x 32","Volume":"110 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. Your luggage is equipped with the patented DELSEY PARIS ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closure system is three times more difficult to break into than a conventional zip, thus providing optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/efd85e49-dcbe-4b77-85e3-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682115-05.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its styling evokes the traditional architecture of Paris, and its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesterday whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look. Travel with the peace of mind of knowing that your suitcase can stand up to all kinds of bumps and bangs thanks to its specially reinforced corners!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c42a8b09-4d33-4aaf-8a20-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682115-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/cc9eb206-b083-4b55-bab7-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682115-07.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/398d5360-87e7-4037-bbc8-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167682115-13.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1119:Corners protection","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1030:Recycled materials","1037:158 cm max"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            L (76cm)

          



        
          
              46900€
469,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 469,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.13kg","Dimension":"66,50cm  : 66 x 45 x 28","Volume":"69 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"DELSEY PARIS, OFFICIALLY LICENCED BY ROLAND-GARROS\n","content":"DELSEY PARIS has created an elegant and sporty limited edition for ROLAND-GARROS with colours that echo the famous tennis tournament, featuring a DELSEY PARIS and ROLAND-GARROS dual-branded logo. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/02fd392f-a6c4-4539-9f20-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681035RG-05.jpg"},{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE\n","content":"The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique fastening system provides optimal security for your luggage.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/893ccff2-ac72-40b8-b172-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681035RG-06.jpg"},{"title":"A WELL-DESIGNED INTERIOR\n","content":"The interior of the suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. It also has 2 pockets to store shoes and dirty laundry while protecting the rest of the luggage.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5405b558-0bb8-49da-9cf4-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681035RG-13.jpg"},{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING\n","content":"The bag's lining is made from recycled materials treated with Dupont's SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology to prevent the build up of bacteria!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5030ede7-8ff5-4efd-b67b-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681035RG-07.jpg"},{"title":"HANDY AND PRACTICAL\n","content":"The suitcase features four quiet wheels. They have been specially designed for comfortable and responsive handling. Its manufacture has been conceived to make the luggage more portable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6775f3c4-1f4f-47dd-90cd-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681035RG-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1119:Corners protection","1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            M (66cm) Roland−Garros

          



        
          
              42900€
429,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 429,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4.13kg","Dimension":"66,50cm  : 66 x 45 x 28","Volume":"69 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Two sets of straps and two zippered dividers
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	3 zippered pockets
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Corner Protection
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code and, at the same time, allows the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage using a special key, without damaging it. Your luggage is equipped with the patented DELSEY PARIS ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique closure system is three times more difficult to break into than a conventional zip, thus providing optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/578c8fc6-2dc1-4cfd-b719-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-05.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND DURABILITY\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/32c21486-950d-4075-a2e6-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-06.jpg"},{"title":"PRACTICAL AND CONVENIENT LUGGAGE\n","content":"Packing your suitcase has never been so easy! The interior of your suitcase features two compartments fitted with adjustable straps to make maximal use of the space available and enable you to store as many items as possible. The two pouches can be used to store your shoes and dirty laundry and keep the rest of your clothes protected when travelling from place to place, for example.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/18e5ae29-1d89-4297-8445-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-07.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f52a603d-c253-4849-99e3-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167681015-13.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1092:Shoes bag","1119:Corners protection","1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          SUITCASE


          
            M (66cm)

          



        
          
              41900€
419,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 419,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.95kg","Dimension":"55cm slim  : 55 x 40 x 21","Volume":"36 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Neoprene battery pocket
	Two sets of straps and one zippered dividers
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Zippered opening
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"DELSEY PARIS, OFFICIALLY LICENCED BY ROLAND-GARROS\n","content":"DELSEY PARIS has created an elegant and sporty limited edition for ROLAND-GARROS with colours that echo the famous tennis tournament, featuring a DELSEY PARIS and ROLAND-GARROS dual-branded logo. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/0a6ab041-469e-4a9e-97c0-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680335RG-08.jpg"},{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE\n","content":"The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8c50f26b-de4a-4c9d-8702-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680335RG-05.jpg"},{"title":"HANDY AND PRACTICAL\n","content":"The suitcase features four quiet wheels. They have been specially designed for comfortable and responsive handling. Its manufacture has been conceived to make the luggage more portable.\n\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d10dccad-099c-409a-8747-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680335RG-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING\n","content":"The bag's lining is made from recycled materials treated with Dupont's SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology to prevent the build up of bacteria!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8b5c71ec-6f53-4004-93c7-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680335RG-07.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1092:Shoes bag","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1103:USB PORT","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Slim (55cm) Roland−Garros

          



        
          
              37900€
379,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 379,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.95kg","Dimension":"55cm slim  : 55 x 40 x 21","Volume":"36 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Neoprene battery pocket
	Two sets of straps and one zippered dividers
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Zippered opening
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA COMBINATION LOCK\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d27c7560-341d-4893-ab35-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680315-05.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3f50562d-0a24-4bec-ad07-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680315-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT\n","content":"The integrated USB socket on the bottom of your case offers the ultimate in practical convenience! You can simply plug your phone into your suitcase and slip your external battery into the small pocket designed specifically for the purpose. Never run out of battery power when on the move again!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/313dfbc6-e5f1-41f8-82e7-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680315-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND EXPERTISE\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its design evokes traditional Parisian architecture. Its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesteryear whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6a15d936-80f3-4547-9902-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680315-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1092:Shoes bag","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1103:USB PORT","1030:Recycled materials"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Slim (55cm)

          



        
          
              36900€
369,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.90kg","Dimension":"55cm  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Neoprene battery pocket
	Two sets of straps and one zippered dividers
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A TSA COMBINATION LOCK\n","content":"No more luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fcc1999a-bf66-4714-a86b-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-05.jpg"},{"title":"YOUR SUITCASE ADAPTS TO ALL YOUR MOVEMENTS\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable double wheels. They are specially designed to provide comfortable and responsively agile handling. To enable you to go wherever you choose, the luggage has been carefully manufactured to make it more manoeuvrable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2aca6c4a-bc2d-4c81-8d55-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT\n","content":"The integrated USB socket on the bottom of your case offers the ultimate in practical convenience! You can simply plug your phone into your suitcase and slip your external battery into the small pocket designed specifically for the purpose. Never run out of battery power when on the move again!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/c5a68a15-587d-4a76-b9fa-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-07.jpg"},{"title":"ELEGANCE AND EXPERTISE\n","content":"CHATELET AIR 2.0 is the very embodiment of French know-how and elegance. Its design evokes traditional Parisian architecture. Its unique lines call to mind the vintage design of the luggage of yesteryear whilst at the same time lending it a modern, contemporary look.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/06901d5f-6fd2-45a1-8f72-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680115-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1103:USB PORT","1030:Recycled materials","1092:Shoes bag"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S (55cm)

          



        
          
              36900€
369,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 369,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"2.90kg","Dimension":"55cm  : 55 x 35 x 25","Volume":"38 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Peach touch
	Neoprene battery pocket
	Two sets of straps and one zippered dividers
	Powerbank cable
	Laundry bag
	Shoe bag
	Recycled lining
	Straps on the bottom

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Soft touch side handle for smooth carrying
	Soft touch top handle for smooth carrying
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Multi position Trolley system with soft touch handle
	Removable Address holder
	Warranty QR code plate
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Anti scratch finishing
	Dual density wheels

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"DELSEY PARIS, OFFICIALLY LICENCED BY ROLAND-GARROS\n","content":"DELSEY PARIS has created an elegant and sporty limited edition for ROLAND-GARROS with colours that echo the famous tennis tournament, featuring a DELSEY PARIS and ROLAND-GARROS dual-branded logo. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/15d255c7-aeb0-4b59-8529-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680135RG-09.jpg"},{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE\n","content":"The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.\n\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d7c0bb50-76cc-4cdf-8b3c-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680135RG-05.jpg"},{"title":"HANDY AND PRACTICAL\n","content":"The suitcase features four quiet wheels. They have been specially designed for comfortable and responsive handling. Its manufacture has been conceived to make the luggage more portable.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b49965da-5d0e-4396-b863-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680135RG-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE LINING\n","content":"The bag's lining is made from recycled materials treated with Dupont's SILVADUR™ antimicrobial technology to prevent the build up of bacteria!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/85774080-3af8-49ba-aa88-front/original/delsey-chatelet-air-2.0-00167680135RG-08.jpg"},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""},{"title":"","content":"","image":""}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1033:Limited 10-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1103:USB PORT","1030:Recycled materials","1092:Shoes bag"]
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        CHATELET AIR 2.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S (55cm) Roland-Garros

          



        
          
              37900€
379,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 379,00€
          

  






    
                              


THE ICONIC
SHADOW 5.0
With its sleek, contemporary design, this collection is the perfect combination between practicality and style.


            DISCOVER
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      {"Weight":"3,40kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable Business : 55 x 35 x 25 / 28
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"41 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"The case is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure fastening system: the SECURITECH® zip. This unique fastening is more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip. It is also equipped with a TSA code lock. This TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/67ac1810-7f34-4c07-9ae6-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880427-05.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICAL BUSINESS FORMAT","content":"The compartment at the front of the case is ideal for storing all your electronic accessories, with dedicated pockets for your laptop, tablet and external battery. To recharge the phone, a USB port is included on the outside of the case. The zip pulls fit together to slide on a padlock to secure the compartment.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/82be48f8-646c-4501-a61b-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880427-06.jpg"},{"title":"ADAPTABLE","content":"A suitcase that can be adapted to the amount of luggage carried thanks to the expanders. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e4262589-f3bb-4018-b639-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880427-07.jpg"},{"title":"SMART INTERIOR","content":"The case has two separate compartments for optimum organisation. On one side, there's a set of straps and on the other, a zipped compartment for personal belongings.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/768a7cf2-0b12-4b9e-873a-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880427-08.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The four quiet and robust wheels are robust and silent. They are multidirectional and specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/604f8bd6-51a7-4c81-90b9-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880427-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1108:Dual density wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1103:USB PORT","1062:Removable and washable lining","1030:Recycled materials","1003:Expandable "]
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                        Black
                      

                      
                        Green
                      

                      
                        Intense red
                      

                      
                        Ivory
                      












      
        SHADOW 5.0

          Cabin suitcase


          
            S Expandable Business (55cm)

          



        
          
              27900€
279,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 279,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,30kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable Business : 55 x 35 x 25 / 28
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"41 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"The case is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure fastening system: the SECURITECH® zip. This unique fastening is more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip. It is also equipped with a TSA code lock. This TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/91c85b6e-f867-4f92-bb37-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880227-05.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICAL BUSINESS FORMAT","content":"The compartment at the front of the case is ideal for storing all your electronic accessories, with dedicated pockets for your laptop, tablet and external battery. To recharge the phone, a USB port is included on the outside of the case. The zip pulls fit together to slide on a padlock to secure the compartment.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/281165b5-f6fc-41d2-a03e-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880227-06.jpg"},{"title":"ADAPTABLE","content":"A suitcase that can be adapted to the amount of luggage carried thanks to the expanders. ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e906c2e6-21b6-42f7-a4c3-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880227-07.jpg"},{"title":"SMART INTERIOR","content":"The case has two separate compartments for optimum organisation. On one side, there's a set of straps and on the other, a zipped compartment for personal belongings.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/2ebd5e27-b913-412d-b2ca-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880227-08.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The four quiet and robust wheels are robust and silent. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/1e570737-709e-4fd5-8bbd-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880227-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1108:Dual density wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1103:USB PORT","1062:Removable and washable lining","1030:Recycled materials","1003:Expandable "]
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                        Blue
                      

                      
                        Green
                      

                      
                        Intense red
                      

                      
                        Ivory
                      












      
        SHADOW 5.0

          Cabin suitcase


          
            S Expandable Business (55cm)

          



        
          
              27900€
279,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 279,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,37kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable : 55 x 35 x 25 / 28
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"43 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Straps on the bottom
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandability on main compartment
	USB port integrated in lock
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Warranty QR code plate
	Multi position Trolley system

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5576ac1a-d0ae-4fff-b683-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880127-05.jpg"},{"title":"ROLLING COMFORT","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Strongly constructed and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to provide enhanced rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/f729a4a5-a5b7-4ff8-b645-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880127-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT","content":"The integrated USB socket on the bottom of the suitcase offers the ultimate in practical convenience! It makes it possible to charge a mobile phone anywhere, with the external power bank storing conveniently away in its own special pocket. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/48362cd5-ae0e-4d08-91d3-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880127-07.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/172fb577-35ff-4e01-9d68-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880127-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1108:Dual density wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1103:USB PORT","1062:Removable and washable lining","1030:Recycled materials","1003:Expandable "]
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+2













      
        SHADOW 5.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
              23900€
239,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 239,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,20kg","Dimension":"55cm expandable : 55 x 35 x 25 / 28
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"43 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"To ensure maximum security, the case is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure fastening system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique fastening is up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip. It is also equipped with a TSA code lock. This TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/fb623094-9f80-4274-acd8-front/original/delsey-shadow 5.0-00287880100F1-06.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9994de67-1e6c-479c-a065-front/original/delsey-shadow 5.0-00287880100F1-07.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT","content":"The phone plugs into the USB port on the case and an external battery fits into an internal pocket provided for this purpose.\n*Power Bank is not provided ","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d642a7de-c71d-4e54-92b4-front/original/delsey-shadow 5.0-00287880100F1-08.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcases feature four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/20a8a786-327b-4300-a1b5-front/original/delsey-shadow 5.0-00287880100F1-09.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1001:Cabin luggage","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1108:Dual density wheels","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1103:USB PORT","1062:Removable and washable lining","1030:Recycled materials","1003:Expandable "]
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        ARF1TS SHADOW 5.0

          Cabin suitcase


          
            S expandable (55cm)

          



        
          
              23900€
239,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 239,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,07kg","Dimension":"55cm Slim : 55 x 39 x 20 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"35 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Straps on the bottom
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	USB port integrated in lock
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Zippered opening
	Warranty QR code plate
	Multi position Trolley system

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/3f01e2d4-6886-41c6-a522-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880300-05.jpg"},{"title":"ROLLING COMFORT","content":"The suitcase features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Strongly constructed and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to provide enhanced rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/ab546cd9-99fe-4e5e-aac2-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880300-06.jpg"},{"title":"AN EASY-ACCESS USB PORT","content":"The integrated USB socket on the bottom of the suitcase offers the ultimate in practical convenience! It makes it possible to charge a mobile phone anywhere, with the external power bank storing conveniently away in its own special pocket. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/78746e50-8e3b-4c11-9e45-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880300-07.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7f2ae151-9a5e-4fae-b734-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287880300-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1002:Slim carry-on luggage","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1108:Dual density wheels","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1103:USB PORT","1062:Removable and washable lining","1030:Recycled materials"]
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                        Platinum
                      

                      
                        Intense red
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        SHADOW 5.0

          CARRY-ON


          
            S Slim (55cm)

          



        
          
              23900€
239,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 239,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"3,90kg","Dimension":"66cm expandable  : 66 x 44 x 29","Volume":"80 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Straps on the bottom
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandability on main compartment
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Warranty QR code plate
	Multi position Trolley system

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7876ac19-557c-48ee-a80b-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100-05.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR\n","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5e57b70d-141c-4661-91ab-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100-06.jpg"},{"title":"SPECIAL EXPANDER FOR MADE-TO-MEASURE ADAPTABILITY\n","content":"Luggage that adapts to your needs thanks to its special expander. Simply enlarge it to its maximum size when you need to fit even more belongings inside. Perfect for all those extra items you bring back from your holidays!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/e6e5035a-076d-4db6-812e-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100-07.jpg"},{"title":"THE IDEAL COMPANION WHEN YOU'RE ON THE MOVE\n","content":"A smart suitcase inside and out! SHADOW 5.0 is equipped with DELSEY's patented excess weight indicator, which is integrated into the handle on the side. This battery-free feature lets you know when your luggage is up to the maximum weight allowed, thus saving you the need to pay extra charges at the check-in counter. The suitcase also features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Strongly constructed and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to provide enhanced rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a461d026-4e2e-47e0-b7f6-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1003:Expandable ","1030:Recycled materials","1031:Over Weight Indicator™"]
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+1











      
        SHADOW 5.0

          SUITCASE


          
            M Expandable (66cm)

          



        
          
              25900€
259,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 259,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,10kg","Dimension":"66cm expandable : 66 x 44 x 29 / 32
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"78 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"A SECURE PIECE OF LUGGAGE","content":"To ensure maximum security, the case is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure fastening system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. This unique fastening is up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip. It is also equipped with a TSA code lock. This TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage with your own personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check it without damaging it using a special key.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/a2c596ed-a67d-4cb7-a091-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100F1-06.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/9a9f514d-1be3-489e-9dd8-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100F1-07.jpg"},{"title":"TAILOR-MADE LUGGAGE","content":"Luggage that adapts to your needs with its special expander.","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/db2cc6b6-701c-4a71-9ec0-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287881100F1-08.jpg"},{"title":"QUIET WHEELS","content":"The suitcases feature four quiet and robust wheels. Multidirectional, they are specially designed to provide optimised handling."}]
    


    
      ["1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1003:Expandable ","1030:Recycled materials","1031:Over Weight Indicator™"]
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        ARF1TS SHADOW 5.0

          Checkin suitcase


          
            M Expandable (66cm)

          



        
          
              29900€
299,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 299,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,54kg","Dimension":"75cm Trunk : 75 x 42 x 35 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"90 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE FORMAT","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key defining features of this luggage. Its innovative format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll along wherever you go. Its square shape opens up new possibilities in the way you travel, and makes it ideal for car or train journeys.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5003fd33-754d-4e4e-97cd-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287881845-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/8b173201-4388-4186-ba2b-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287881845-06.jpg"},{"title":"THE IDEAL COMPANION WHEN YOU'RE ON THE MOVE","content":"A smart suitcase inside and out! SHADOW 5.0 is equipped with DELSEY's patented excess weight indicator, which is integrated into the handle on the side. This battery-free feature lets you know when your luggage is up to the maximum weight allowed, thus saving you the need to pay extra charges at the check-in counter. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7f56676f-caf4-4386-a176-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287881845-07.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5cccda3f-2075-4378-aa7a-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287881845-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1031:Over Weight Indicator™","1030:Recycled materials","1108:Dual density wheels"]
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+2











      
        SHADOW 5.0

          Checkin suitcase


          
            L Trunk (74.5cm)

          



        
          
              30900€
309,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 309,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"4,77kg","Dimension":"75,50cm expandable  : 75 x 50 x 33","Volume":"116 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE","Interior":"	Removable and washable lining
	Straps on the bottom
	Lined compartment with 2 shoe pockets and 1 zippered pocket

","Exterior":"	Expandability on main compartment
	Recessed combination lock with TSA
	Patented zipsecuritech upgraded opening: ZST 2
	Warranty QR code plate
	Multi position Trolley system

"}
    


    
      [{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE\n","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/610fcb8d-332c-4db4-9301-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287882100-05.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR\n","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/d2cb832e-72af-43c6-b93e-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287882100-06.jpg"},{"title":"SPECIAL EXPANDER FOR MADE-TO-MEASURE ADAPTABILITY\n","content":"Luggage that adapts to your needs thanks to its special expander. Simply enlarge it to its maximum size when you need to fit even more belongings inside. Perfect for all those extra items you bring back from your holidays!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/5d25bd79-7b43-4edb-a357-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287882100-07.jpg"},{"title":"THE IDEAL COMPANION WHEN YOU'RE ON THE MOVE\n","content":"A smart suitcase inside and out! SHADOW 5.0 is equipped with DELSEY's patented excess weight indicator, which is integrated into the handle on the side. This battery-free feature lets you know when your luggage is up to the maximum weight allowed, thus saving you the need to pay extra charges at the check-in counter. The suitcase also features four quiet and highly manoeuvrable wheels. Strongly constructed and multidirectional, they have been specially designed to provide enhanced rolling comfort.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/68bb87bf-a4f2-4e43-aff0-front/original/delsey-shadow-5.0-00287882100-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1108:Dual density wheels","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1037:158 cm max","1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1003:Expandable ","1030:Recycled materials","1031:Over Weight Indicator™"]
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        SHADOW 5.0

          SUITCASE


          
            L Expandable (75cm)

          



        
          
              29900€
299,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 299,00€
          

  




  
  
    
      {"Weight":"5,03kg","Dimension":"80cm Trunk : 80 x 42 x 35 / 0
 (roues & poignée incluses)","Volume":"97 L","Material":"100% POLYCARBONATE"}
    


    
      [{"title":"AN INNOVATIVE FORMAT","content":"Practicality and ergonomic design are the key defining features of this luggage. Its innovative format combined with its four tough and highly manoeuvrable double wheels makes it comfortable to roll along wherever you go. Its square shape opens up new possibilities in the way you travel, and makes it ideal for car or train journeys.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/6e83e9ef-4c85-4c5b-83da-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287882845-05.jpg"},{"title":"ULTRA-SECURE LUGGAGE","content":"Say goodbye to luggage damaged by customs! The TSA combination lock enables you to secure your luggage using a personal code whilst at the same time allowing the Transport Safety Authority (TSA) to check your luggage without damaging it using a special key. The luggage is fitted with DELSEY PARIS's patented ultra-secure closure system: the SECURITECH® 2 zip. Up to three times more resistant to intrusion than a conventional zip, this unique closure system provides optimal security for your luggage. The TSA combination lock and the original anti-theft zip are your best allies when it comes to travelling with complete peace of mind.\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b80b1e61-bab4-4d65-8a91-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287882845-06.jpg"},{"title":"THE IDEAL COMPANION WHEN YOU'RE ON THE MOVE","content":"A smart suitcase inside and out! SHADOW 5.0 is equipped with DELSEY's patented excess weight indicator, which is integrated into the handle on the side. This battery-free feature lets you know when your luggage is up to the maximum weight allowed, thus saving you the need to pay extra charges at the check-in counter. \n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/b1e8037f-759b-42f8-9a35-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287882845-07.jpg"},{"title":"A PRACTICALLY DESIGNED AND HARD-WEARING INTERIOR","content":"SHADOW 5.0's lining is made from 100% recycled materials. Designed with convenience in mind, it can be removed and machine washed at 30°!\n","image":"https://cdn.quable.com/delsey/7414f483-57ce-4546-960c-front/original/delsey-shadow5.0-00287882845-08.jpg"}]
    


    
      ["1078:Zip SECURITECH® 2","1062:Removable and washable lining","1063:Limited 5-Year Warranty","1008:TSA Combination Lock","1031:Over Weight Indicator™","1030:Recycled materials","1108:Dual density wheels"]
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        SHADOW 5.0

          Checkin suitcase


          
            XL Trunk (80cm)

          



        
          
              31900€
319,00€
   

  










      

    

    
      
            Add - 319,00€
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                                                security
                                            

                                                TSA combination lock
                                            


                                            Secures your luggage using a personal code, leaving the authorities to control it, using a specific key.
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                                            4 silent double wheels designed for a flexible and pleasant handling.
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                                                ZIP SECURITECH or ZST
                                            


                                            The patented anti-theft double zip or ZST is 3 times more resistant to intrusion than a standard zip and zipper.
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                                                Recycled materials
                                            


                                            Collections and linings made from recycled materials. For more responsible travel.
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    With every 1% of our sales we'll contribute to preserving a tropical forest as well as an Italian marine ecosystem.

    See our impact in real-time
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